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BALLI NGTONS
CANINE
PA RA D O X M&cEw&n
Copyright, 1906, by McClure, Phillipe <t Co.

It was characteristic of Ballington
'that he accepted even his dismissal as
•Katherine Gordon’s suitor placidly and
Iwith a due regard for the proprieties.
tHis voice was cool and even and shad
ed to the exact note of regret that a
well bred man should permit himself.
As Katherine told herself afterward, It
was like a John Drew matinee.
But if Ballington showed no outward
emotion It was not because he did not
care for the girl whose dashing ways
were his exact opposite; neither did he
give up hope. Under th at carefully
groomed exterior there lay a bulldog
tenacity of purpose that few suspected,
least of all Klttie Gordon.
He kept on at the Bruntons’ house
party, and even Dickie Hines lost sleep
wondering whether Kittle really had
given him his answer, so correctly po
lite was he In his attentions to her, for
which Klttie was devoutly thankful,
since Mrs. Brunton had given positive
orders that she marry Ballington, and
Mrs. Brunton’s word was law unto it
self.
It was her disobedience which
brought about the crisis, for when Bal
lington left- there had been an inquisi
tion and Klttie, with a fine show of
spirit, had flounced out of the room, de
claring that she would return to her
studio and freedom rather than eat of
the fleshpots as a slave, and the disap
pointed Mrs. Brunton had ordered the
carriage around and had taken to bed
with a sick headache over the miscar
riage of her pet plan for her niece.
So it happened that Klttie in her im
petuosity did not realize that she was
without money until she approached
the ticket window at the tiny station.
With a gasp she turned away from
the window and sat down on one of the
hard benches to think over the situa
tion.
Town was 150 miles away, so that
walking was out of the question. There
was no one she could write to to send
her money, and she would die rather
Ithan go back to her aunt’s house and
ask for her fare. Her brain was still
In a whirl when Harding Ballington
came slowly into the waiting room.
With a rush she had crossed to him,
and in another second was pouring out

complishments. r eeling m at ne was
being made the subject of the conver
sation, the little fellow gravely turned
a somersault and‘sat up on his haunch
es. For a moment Ballington regarded
his pet’s accomplishment with specula
tive eye.
“Do you mind if I leave you a little
while?” he asked.
“You are not going to the Bruntons?”
she demanded suspiciously.
“My word of honor,” he said simply.
“May I suggest that you get yourself a
cup of tea at the hotel?” He placed
some coins in her hand and with a bow
strolled out of the station.
I t was difficult to get anything at the
hotel with the fair goers invading the
place, but a t last she succeeded in get
ting a light lunch and started back to
the station.
The special excursion trains were
pulling out of the station now, and the
platform was crowded with tired pleas
ure seekers. Off a t one side a large
crowd had gathered, and, finding that
Ballington was not in the station, she
strolled over to see what the attraction
might be.
With a gasp she saw that Ballington
Urns putting Bruce through his tricks
for the edification of the crowd, and
with a sudden rush -of anger she won
dered if he had been drinking. Then
with a revulsion of feeling she saw him
gravely remove his hat and pass it
around the crowd. Most of them melt
ed away, but many of them stopped to
drop a coin in the hat and pet the dog.
At last they were all gone, and with a
flushed face she was looking straight
into Ballington’s laughing eyes.
“I’ve got enough for the fares and the
Pullman seats,” he said as he came to
ward her. “Behold Bruce, the rescuer
of damsels in distress.”
She caught the dog up in her arms
and hid her moist eyes in his shaggy
coat. Slowly she turned toward the
station, but Ballington laid a hand
upon her arm.
“I would suggest,” he said, “that
since our train is not due for an hour
yet and as these excursion trains will
be out of the way by then it might
prove less embarrassing to you if you
waited until they were gone. They
might recognize your traveling compan
ion.”
“And to think I might have spared
you this if 1 had let you telephone the
Bruntons," she said penitently. Bal
lington laughed.
“Do you know I rather enjoyed it?”
he confessed. “I think Bruce did too.
He shall have his reward tonight in the
best chicken to be had in the market.”
“And you?” she asked.
“I shall have the satisfaction of
knowing that we have fooled Mrs.
Brunton,” he laughed carelessly.
She held out her hand. “I refused you
the other day because I was afraid you
were too dandified to be human,” she
said softly. “I know better now. Will
you ask me again?”
But there was no heed to ask. Eyes
spoke to eyes, and each knew the oth
er’s message.
Tough

He

W as

T im id .

“Why do you avoid the man to whom
I introduced you? He is very agree
able and interesting.”
“I avoid meeting agreeable and in
teresting people,” answered the mis
anthrope. “That was how I came to
get my life Insured in a bad company.”
—Washington Star.
SHE HID HEB HOIST ETES IK THE DOG’S
SHAGGY COAT.

her tale—a trifle incoherently, but in
sufficient detail to enable Ballington to
surmise what the m atter was.
“That will be a very easy matter,”
he declared. “I’m going up to town
■myself and shall be glad to escort you.”
; “W hat are you doing here, anyway?”
she asked curiously. “I thought you
had gone away last week.”
“Fred Cousins and I were back in the
woods for a little shooting,” he ex
plained. “We came out yesterday, and
I stayed over to see the county fair.
Do you know I never saw a county fair
before ?”
“I’m glad you stayed to see it,” she
smiled. “Ju st suppose you had not
come along. I should have been
Stranded here.”
! “As it is,” he laughed back, “I think
I had better be getting the tickets.”
He reached for his pocketbook, but
withdrew his hand, empty, and made a
rapid search of his other pockets, final
ly turning with a look of blank dis
may.
“Do you know,” he exclaimed, “that
my pockets have been picked? I have
some small change, less than $2,. but
not enough even for your ticket. I
will have to telephone the Bruntons.”
; “You will not,” she begged. “To have
•JAunt Emma saying all sorts of horrid
ithings?”
, “I might report my loss to the town
constable,” he suggested. “He may find
It in time for us to catch the train. I
might offer my watch as a pledge for
the tickets, only they took that too.”
f “Don’t you know any one else about
here?” she pleaded. “Some one you
|Could borrow from?” Ballington shook
his head.
‘“The best I can suggest,” he said,
“would be to wire for some money.”
i “But that would not come in time for
the train,” she objected. “I never could
stay in this town all night.”
"Wlty not the Bruntons?” he pleaded.
“They seem to be our only quick salva
tion.”
“If you suggest that again I shall
never speak to you,” she scolded. “She
would be sure to find out, and I’d dl®
before I let her know.”
“I might put the dog in pawn,” ha
suggested whimsically. “Poor Bruce is
About all the light fingered gentry left
me.”
He regarded the ragged little fellow
with affectionate interest. The dog had
been his dead brother’s pet, and, while
his rbugh coat gave him a shockingly
disreputable appearance, Bruce was
clever beyond the run of dogs.
During his brother’s last illness Balhngtou had taught the dog a score of
clever tricks for the invalid’s amusemeut, and Bruce was proud of his ac
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“They tell me that Skinner has joined
the church. Do you believe he is In
earnest?”
“He must be. I saw him put a dollar
in the contribution box.”—St. Louis
Post-Dispatch.
The Portuguese say no man will
make a good husband who doesn’t eat
a good breakfast.
E a sy Enough.

H i A P P E , P a . Office a t his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic H all.

W IT H O N E A C R E O F G R O U N D , F ru it and
S hade T rees, a t A udubon, M ontgom ery Co.,
P a. Apply to
U . S. G . F IN K B IN E R ,
R eal E sta te and In su ran ce A gent,
Royersford, P a .

Y .W E B E R ,M .D .,

Practising Physician,

Q

Ii. EVANS,

A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,
U t A. KRUMEN, Iti. D .,

323 SW E D E S T R E E T ,

H om eopathic Physician,
O O L L E O E V IL L E , P a . Office H ours : U n til »
a. m.; 6 to 8 p. m.

g

N O R R IS T O W N , PA .

T HOMAN HALLM AN,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,

B . H O R N IN G , IH. D ,

E V A N S B U R G , P a.
Telephone in office.
Office H ours u n til 9 a. m.

323 S W E D E S T R E E T , N O R R IST O W N , P A .
W ill be a t his branch office in Odd Fellows’
B uilding, C o l l e g e v i l l e , P a ., every evening
from 7 to 10; S a tu rd ay afternoons from 1 to 5.
1-25.
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n E O R O E K. BRECHT,

Practising' Physician,
H . H A M ER , M. D.,

H om eopathic Physician.
C O I aL E G E V IL L E , P A. Office H o n rs: U n til
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. S pecial atten tio n
given to ear, nose and th ro a t diseases. 23au,

E J A R V E Y li. SHOM O,

A ttorney-at- L aw ,
O F F IC E S : 506 S W E D E S T R E E T , and d u rin g
banking hours a t M ontgom ery T ru s t Go., 118
W . M ain S tre et, N O R R IS T O W N , P a.
W ill respond to both ’phones : a t Office, Nos.
88; a t T ru s t Oo., Nos. 6.
2-1.

A ttorn ey-at- Law,
321 S W E D E S T R E E T , N O R R IS T O W N , P A .
R E S ID E N C E —R O Y ER SFO R D .
B oth ’Phones.

E R B E B T U. M OORE,

H

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
A L B E R T S O N T R U S T CO. B U IL D IN G ,
305 Swede S t., N orristow n, P a
Bell and K e y sto n e ’Phones.
5-15.
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A Y hE R . L O N G 8T R E T H ,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
And N otary Public. ::: No. 712 Crozer,Build
ing, 1420 C hestnut S t., P h ila., P a.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 5928.
Also m em ber of th e M ontgom ery C ounty Bar.

J O S E P H S. K R A T Z ,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
100» C O M M O N W EA L TH B U IL D IN G , 12th
and C H E S T N U T S T R E E T S ,
P hiladelphia.
Telephones.

JOHÜ S. H U N SIC H ER ,
Justice of th e P ea ce,
rtAHN STA T IO N , PA .
C onveyancer and
feneral Business A gent. C lerking of sales at
ended o. C harges reasonable.

A R T H I R G. A SH ,

Justice of the P ea ce,

Mrs. Miranda Bilks was a widow—
that is to say, Mr. Bilks bad suffered
demise from the effects of a too
hearty meal on peach cobbler, thus
leaving his spouse, Miranda, and his
daughter, little Miranda, to live as best
they might off his none too generous
estate, which same was comprised of
an ax, a hoe, a spade, a pair of soleless
shoes and a pair of trousers, with sun
dry repairings fore and aft.
Mrs. Bilks therefore did not desert
her calling, but continued to bend over
the washtub and rub and scrub from
morning until night. And so the years
slipped away, bringing Mrs. Miranda
to middle age and crowning Miss Mi
randa with the dower of sweet sixteen.
I use the word “dower” advisedly,
for it was about this time that Miss
Miranda was thinking seriously of
matrimony, and nothing under the sun
had she but—Just sweet sixteen. The
real cause of her cogitations on so im
portant a m atter was to be found in
the person of one Zeke Sharp, a mild
mannered, easy going widower with six
children. Zeke was not burdened with

Real Estate and General Business Agent,
T R A P P E , PA . All kinds of real estate sold
on commission. R eal esta te purchased. Money
loaned.
3-16

Q R . FRA N K BRA N D RETH ,
(Successor to Dr. Chas, R yckm an,)

DENTIST,
R O Y E R S F O R D , P A . P ractical ''D entistry a t
honest prices.

D « . 8. D . C O R N IS II,

DENTIST,
O O L L E G E Y IL L E , PA .
First-class W orkm anship G u aran teed ; G as
adm inistered.
Prices Reasonable.
K eystone ’Phone No. 40.

J-^ R . B . F . PKACE,

Dentist,
OCR. M A IN A ND D bK A L B S T R E E T S
N O R R IST O W N , PA .
Rooms 303 and 305. - E ntrance, M ain S tre et.
K eystone Telephone, No. 75.
T ak e E levator.

DR

DENTIST,

310 H IG H S T R E E T ,

:

PO TT STO W N , PA .

Office H ours: T hursdays, 7 p. m. to 8 p. m.
F ridays, 7.30 a. m to 5 p. m.
G as adm inistered. U nited Telephone, 145.
I T R E Q U IR E S A N AC
CURATE KNOW LEDGE OF
R E F R A C T IO N and th e laws
. f optics to determ ine and cor
re c t faults of eyesight. The
H SM ®
benefit of my special train in g
and practice covering a q u a rte r of a cen tu ry are
a t your service.

Contractor and Builder,

L im it

F ix e d .

“Jane, hasn’t th at young man gone
yet?”
“He is Just going, papa.”
“Jane!”
“Yes, papa.”
“In precisely sixty seconds you will
say, ‘He has just gone.’ ”
“Yes, papa.”—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
E tiq u e tte .

Medical etiquette, instead of being
kept up, as people so often Imagine, in
the interests of the doctors, is main
tained in the interests of the public.
I t Is they, not the doctors, who would
suffer most were it done away with.—
London Spectator.
A M y s te r y R e v e a le d .

The Layman—Why do you tie that
bandage so tight about the patient’s
limb before you operate? The Sur
geon—To compress the arteries so that
he won’t bleed to death. The Layman
—Ah, now | know why the barber near
ly strangles me with a towel before he
begins to shave me.—Cleveland Leader.

tnem licenses."
Ana Aeue signea
wearily.
“Licenses be fudged!” snapped Mrs.
Bilks. “Things air a-comin’ to a purty
pass when a man wants to lope off
with a gal ’tain’t more’n sixteen an’
ain’t never baked bread ner stitched a
stitch, much less tended to a house
Jam’ full o’ chillera, like you already
got. Seems to^me you’d a-plcked a wo
man a little nigher yer own age an’
one what knows how ter do somethin’.”
Here Mrs. Bilks smoothed out a gar
ment on the ironing board, took up- an
iron and worked Industriously as she
waited for Zeke to reply.
“That’s Jes’ what I come to see you
about,” replied the meek man. “You
know if our heads wuz set me an’ Mi
randy could go down to Hornetville an’
git the licenses. Mirandy’s a good gal,
an’ I think a heap of her,-but she’s so
young an’ delicate-like I’m afeard she’d
not set much store by the chlllern, an’
you know I want somebody that’ll be a
mother to ’em. I thought o’ you lots o’
times, Miz Bilks, ’cause you’re so chip
per an’ handy ’bout the house, but I
didn’t s’pose you’d care to take the
’sponsibility.”
“I guess you never axed me," retort
ed Mrs. Bilks.
“You shore would fill the place,” con
tinued Zeke. “You’re not more’n thirtyfive”—
“Jes’ thirty-four, an’ I guess they
ain’t many wimmen that can git aroun’
as spry an’ do as much work as me nei
ther,” flashed Mrs. Bilks proudly.
“If you wouldn’t mind,” went on
Zeke, “we might as well hitch up an’
try double harness awhile anyways.”
“Now you’re a-talkln’ sense,” declar
ed the widow, “an’ they ain’t no use
a-wastin’ time if we’re goin’ to git mar
ried. I reckon that house an’ them chll
lern air a-needin’ attention bad ’nough
now. I guess Mirandy ’ll ride a high
hoss when she finds we’re spliced.”
Mrs. Bilks flushed to the roots of her
hair.
Again the work was put aside, again
the best frock was donned, and again
the widow visited the county clerk’s
office, this time accompanied by Mr.
Zeke Sharp. It was the'latter who ap
plied for the license for “Ezekial Sharp
an’ Miz Mirandy Bilks.” The clerk
glanced a't Mrs. Bilks and smiled. That
lady blushed and hung her head, by
which he inferred that she had with
drawn her former objections, and he
wrote out the license in which the la
dy’s name appeared as Miss Miranda
Bilks.
If Mrs. Bilks had high hopes of be
ing married a second time they were
soon to be dashed to the ground, for on
emerging from the office who should
the couple encounter but Miss Miranda.
“Here’s them licenses!” shouted Zeke,
as he caught the girl by the arm.
Mrs. Bilks stared at them in surprise.
A moment later she came near fainting
with amazement when the two sud
denly vanished around a corner. She
wheeled about and dashed into the
clerk’s office again, where a stormy in
terview took place.
“I ’ll have the law on you, sir!” she
railed. “I told you not to be a-glvin’
them licenses to Mirandy an’ that scal
awag I He told' you miz, an’ you writ
’em fer her, you tarnal scoundrel, you!”
“He said Miss Miranda,” protested
the clerk as he dodged behind a table.
Not far away the decamping parties
were standing before a minister, who
had commanded them to “join right
hands.”
“You lie!” screamed the widow. “He
said miz!” And she made a dive after
the retreating official.
Not far away the minister said, “I
pronounce you man and wife.”
As Zeke and his bride descended the
front steps of the parsonage they must
have heard sounds, which same em
anate!! from the office, wfiere the irate
Mrs. Bilks was strenuously endeavor
ing to lay her hands on the clerk who
made a mistake.
Tl&e C r i t i c o n t h e H e a r t h .

GEO . M. M A X W ELL,

Sctoen’s

M e d ic a l

Six-Roomed Cottage,

EVANSBTJKG-, F a . Office H o u rs : U n til »
a. m.; 7 to9 p. m. Keystone ’Phone No. 17.

“From time Immemorial,” said a
Louisville judge, “southern people have
been lavish in bestowing titles. I think
there is something in the southern tem
A. B . P A R K E R , c tp tic ia u ,
perament which explains this. I didn’t 210 D b K A L B S T R E E T ,
N O R R IS T O W N .
start out on this, however, for a philo
sophical disquisition, but rather to tell
how a certain Kentucky gentleman es
F.W.
tablished valid title to the rank of colo
nel. He went to Cincinnati once with
13495671
a friend who enjoyed many acquaint
ances in the Buckeye metropolis and
Collegeville, Pa.
who introduced him to every one as
Second door above
Colone/Brown. Everything went along
railroad.
smoothly until finally one Cincinnatian
F in est g rad es of
asked of the introducer:
cig ars and tobacco
alw ays on hand.
“ ‘I suppose your friend, Colonel
Brown, was in the Confederate army.’
“ ‘No, sir; he was not.’
J
EUTZ,
“ ‘Well, then, he fought on the Union
side?’
MERCHANT TAILOR,
“ ‘You are wrong there too.’
“ ‘Oh, I see now. He got his title by 378 H IG H S T R E E T , : PO TT STO W N , P A .
serving in the state militia ?’
R epairing, scouring, cleaning and pressing
done a t sh o rt notice.
“ ‘No; he never entered the militia.’
R eference—H ill School, P ottstow n.
“ ‘Then how in thunder did he get to
be-a colonel?’
8. PO L L Y ,
“ ‘He drew a sword, sir, at a church
fair!’ ”—Washington Post.
T im e

O R KALE, A P R E T T Y

F

B a tin s * .

Those who have partaken of peacock
declare that gorgeous bird to be decid
edly tough eating, while it is said of
the swan that the fact of its ever hav
ing been a familiar dish speaks highly
in favor of ancient English cutlery.
Moreover, it should not be forgotten
that when bustards’ and. boars’ heads
were as common as sirloins and sad
dles now are there were scarcely any
vegetables to eat with them.
W hy

K O Y £K , M. I>.,

J . WPractising Physician,

T R A PPE, PA
P rom pt and accurate In building construction.
E stim ates cheerfully furnished.
6-23

N. B A R N B T ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
- CONTRACTOR FO R ALL K IN D S OF

Brick and Stone Masonry,
C E M E N T IN G , C O N C R E T IN G , ETC E s ti
m ates cheerfully furnished and good work g u a r
anteed.
S P E C IA L A T T E N T IO N TO
JO B B IN G .
3-6

S, KOOKS,
S O H W E N K S V IL L E , PA .,

Slater and Roofer,
And dealer in S late, S late F lagging, G rey
Stone, etc. E stim ates furnished. W ork con
tracted a t lowest prices.
llo o t

V I» ,
and
E» W A R » » APointer

Paper-H anger,
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A . « “Sam ples of paper
alw ays on hand.

“ YOU SHORE WOULD PIL L THE PLACE,”
CONTINUED ZEKE.

intellect. It was even supposed by his
neighbors that he was entirely innocent
of having any of that great force hid
den about his anatomy.
This, however, mattered not, for he
paid court to Miss Miranda with an
assiduity that was marvelous. Indeed
it was often only after clear and em
phatic intimations from Mrs. Bilks,
who looked upon his attentions to her
daughter with extreme scorn, that he
took himself off.
F ar was it, though, from Mr. Sharp’s
intentions to be discarded and forgot
ten in such a manner, for he invariably
returned the next day to renew his
wooings with increased fervor. This
state of affairs continued for some
time.
At last Mrs. Bilks grew suspicious.
There was a lurking fear lp her mind
that the association of Zeke and Miss
Miranda was more congenial than she
had believed, or, for that matter, more
than they had cared to reveal.
To verify these suspicions Mrs. Bilks
ensconced herself behind a door near
where the couple sat in order that she
might the better catch the drift of their
conversation. What she heard satisfied
her beyond question that she had sur
mised correctly. With much dispatch,
therefore, she set aside the washtub,
doused the fire under the kettle with
water and, donning her best frock, «hur
ried to the office of the county clerk,
where, with a long pointed finger, she
warned th at gentleman not to be “givin’ of any licenses to Miranda Bilks
RB’ that rapscallion Zeke Sharp,”
fpijen she returned home in a very
complacent humor with herself for hav
ing forestalled the elopers. She was
hardly prepared, though, for the conse
quent developments, and it was with
much surprise that she herself received
a visit from Zeke Sharp.
Zeke tapped lightly on the front
door. Mrs. Bilks answered the knock
and coldly informed him that “Mirandy wasn’t to home.”
“It he you I wuz a-wantin’ to see,
anyways,” responded Zeke in a feeble
voice.
At this piece of news Mrs. Bilks’
eyes widened perceptibly as she re
garded her caller for a moment. It
wasn’t necessary, however, for her to
Jnv}te him in, for Zeke was already in
and seated,
“I shore wuz sorry, Mis Bilks, ’cause
you wouldn’t let me an’ Mirandy have

I t may be. Argued from a story in
Lord Edmond Fitzmaurice’s “Life” of
the second Earl Granville that a wife
with a seeing eye can size up. her hus
band quite as accurately as an astute
politician. When Sydney Herbert, the
first Lord Herbert of Lea, resigned
the war office in 1861, Palmerston, then
premier, fixed upon the scholarly Sir
George Cornewall Lewis to succeed
him.
Lady Theresa Lewis immediately ex
pressed her doubt of her husband’s fit
ness for the office, but Palmerston’s
messenger argued the point, saying the
duties would not be military, but civil.
“He would have to look after the
accounts.”
“He can never make up his own!”
declared Lady Theresa.
“He will look after the commissa
riat,” continued Palmerston’s mouth
piece, with assurance.
“He cannot order his own dinner!”
“He will control the clothing depart
ment,” with timid hopefulness.
“If mv daughters did not give the
orders to his tailor he would be with«
out a coat!”
Palmerston carried the day, however,
and Cornewall Lewis reluctantly accepted the office. Not long after the
undersecretary found him in a club,
trying presumably to inform himself
upon his duties. He was reading a
work on the military tactics of Lycaonlans.

Aid el Kabeer, which takes piffce on me
tenth day of the last month of the Mo
hammedan year. I t celebrates the sac
rifice of Ishmael (not Isaac) by Abra
ham on Mount Moriah. Certain pray
ers are said in the mosques, and after
these the cadi, standing In some prom
inent position, cuts the throat of a
sheep that is then carried in a basket
at headlong speed to the town’s chief
mosque. If the sheep be alive when it
reaches the mosque, the ensuing year
will be a prosperous one for the town.
By means of gun fire and trum pet call
all the city is informed that the sacri
fice has been killed, and then every
householder kills a sheep on the thresh
old of his own home. This sheep has
been bougbt on the previous day and
tied up in readiness for the feast.
“Still another festival of great im
portance in Morocco is the Moolud,
which takes place In the month that is
called the ‘spring of flowers.’ It is
ushered in by singing and dancing and
music and seems to be founded on some
old forgotten native festival. When
the Moolud comes round a blue mark
is placed between the eyebrows of
young children in order that the evil
eye may be averted from them. The
festival is also notorious by reason of
the performance of the Aisawi, the fol
lowers of Mohammed bin Alsa of Mequinez, the patron saint of snake
charmers.
“These Aisawi may be compared
with the dancing dervishes of other
Mohammedan countries. The Aisawi
are accustomed to repeat aloud a sen
tence th at contains the master word of
their order, and they howl It until the
sound is not comparable to anything
one has heard before. In moments of
extreme frenzy the devotees are known
to seize sheep or even dogs and tear
them to pieces with their hands. Some
•may be seen devouring a sheep before
it is dead.”

TH E FRO ZEN
RO SE
By M. J . PHILLIPS
C opyright, 1905, b y P . C. E aetm en t

Marcia Gordon was sixteen years old
when the Spanish-American war broke
out, and a more ardent little patriot
did not live in Huntersville. I t was
natural that she should love her coun
try. Her father and grandfather had
fought for the Union in the civil war,
and on the bright April morning in
1898, when the Huntersville rifles
marched away to join the balance of
the regiment at the state rendezvous,
her brother, scarce three years her
senior, was in its ranks. Furthermore,
Boyd McOarron also wore the blue
and as first duty sergeant stepped off
blithely at the head of the sturdy col
umn of fours.
McCarron and Marcia had been
friends and comrades all their lives.
Their mutual liking was trembling on
the verge of something deeper and
more enduring when the declaration of
w ar swept the young man away to
the camp where the state troops were
fitted for the coming campaign.
McCarron, who had been clerk in
Brown’s clothing store, was a fine,
manly young fellow and a natural sol
dier. He liked the pomp and circum
stance of war, the drilling, the music,
the thrilling pause a t “retreat,” when
every head was bared in reverence
while the colors were slowly lowered
and the band swung into “The Star
Spangled Banner.” He liked the stir
ring notes of “reveille” and the un
conscious pathos of “taps,” which
made one think of home and of bis
prayers. He rejoiced that fie was in
this brave, gay world of tents and of
it. He thought of Marcia often, with
a tilting of the pulses. The air cas
tles which he sometimes constructed
were always built for two, and the cor
nerstone of the edifice was always
“after the war.”
But McCarron was destined never to
see Cuba. The rifles bad been at the
rendezvous two months, arming, equip
ping and drilling for actual service.
The day the regimen^ was to take the
oath as soldiers of the United States,
“to serve for tw o'years unless sooner
discharged,” he received a telegram an
nouncing that his father, a railway
conductor, had been killed in a wreck.
The hour which followed was filled
with keenest agony. Grief for his fa-

T he F u r T rad e.

FESTIVALS IN MOROCCO.
d u e M o n th W h e n t h e M o o r F a s t s A l l
D a y a n d F e a s t s A l l N ig h t ,

A traveler writes: “In Morocco the
Nazarene can never tell how time
ptauds in relation to the Moorish year.
The Mohammedan calendar knows but
354 days, so, as the Moors lose some
eleven days In the year, their festivals
are constantly varying in date, Thfi
most important,' of course, is Rama*
■flan, when Moslems fast from the rising to the setting of the sun during the
month. The Moor fasts all day and
feasts all night, and throughout the
small hours In certain Moorish cities
officials pass down the streets In sol
emn procession, armed with musical in
struments, and one at.their head calls
upon the ‘servants of God’ to eat and
drink before the advent of the dawn.
On one night toward the end of Ra
madan It is well known that the gates
of heaven are opened in order that the
prayers of the faithful may be heard,
and it is equally certain that all the
devils and genii are kept in some prison
qf the underworld throughout the
month,
“Another feast of importance is the

ism witn nun. Despite tne clamoring
of those who insisted that McCarron
for running away from the enemy’s
bullets should be driven from town he
gave the boy his old place.
The cloud in time passed. Saner
judgment convinced most persons they
were wrong in branding McCarron as a
poltroon. When the company, sadly
decimated, returned from Cuba after
the w ar the soldiers had nothing but
good words for the man who had been
their comrade. Gradually he won back
his old place in the affection and es
teem of his townsmen. He had with
al two comforting remembrances—his
mother appreciated with a gratitude
that was pitiful the depth of his sacri
fice and the mortgage had been lifted
from their home.
Marcia Gordon found in her erstwhile
playmate a puzzle which time did not
solve. The high spirited girl abhorred
cowardice and could not believe that
the boy who had been her companion
could be base. Over and over again
she convinced herself that he was
straightforward, brave and manly;
that he had come home because his
conscience had shown him it was the
only thing to do. And, while she hated
herself for it, a doubt always crept
into her reasoning
uoubt she could
not dispel.
The love for McCarron which had
been On the verge of disclosing Itself
to her maiden soul was arrested by
the persistent distrust. It was like a
rosebud—frozen as it was about to un
fold in glorious bloom and fragrance.
It did not decay, and it could not de
velop. The icy grip checked one as it
prevented the other. The girl had admirers in plenty, for she was light
hearted and good to look upon, Yet
none made any impression, for the
steadfast heart could love but once;
the stem hold but a single rose.
She knew that McCarroa’s love was
hers, hers alone, and that with him,
too, there never would be any one else.
They mpt frequently as friends, but
ever in his eyes was the dumb, uncon
scious hope she dared not encourage;,
in her eyes the query he could not an
swer.
She sat by the window of her home
one afternoon in early winter watching
the first snowfall of the season. Lit
tle drifts were forming here and there
on the dusty pavement. The boys of
the neighborhood, radiant with health
and anirpal spirits, welcomed the snow
with wild rejoicing.
They were dancing in a circle on the
tracks of the electric line. Her heart
gave a little throb as McCarron ap
peared, striding along homeward. He
seemed to enjoy breasting the wind.
His head was up and his broad shoul
ders back.
A smile on bis fine face, he stopped a
moment to watch the boys a t their
play. The early darkness of winter, al
ready beginning to thicken, and the
shouts of Joyous young America pre
vented sight or sound of a heavy car
until it was almost upon the merry
circle.
Then the boys fled in panic, all but
one little lad, who slipped on the
pmooth wet bricks and sprawled help
less across the rail. The motorman
banged the gong and twisted the brake
frantically, but the momentum of the
car still carried it forward at cruel
speed.
With a sudden sick horror and yet
with a thrill of joy, too, Marcia, strain
ing her eyes through the gloom, saw
McCarron dart from the walk into the
street, saw him brush the little figure
clear of the rails and then -to down
himself beneath the rush of tho car.
She must have fainted in her chair,
for the next she remembered the room
was full of men and McCarron, dusty,
bruised and senseless, lay on the couch
beside her. Old Dr. Giddlngs in tones
of professional cheerfulness was speak
ing to her father. “Unconscious Just
now, of course, but he’s not dangerous
ly hurt. A broken leg is the worst of
his injuries. X never saw a nobler act,
and I’m more than happy it isn’t going
to cost him his life.”
The frozen rose of love in Marcia’s
heart had burst its Icy bonds of doubt
a t McCarron’s brave deed and bloomed
in splendor on the instant. She dropped
on her knees by the couch and kissed
McCarron’s blood stained lips.
Quickened into life by the caress, his
eyelids fluttered, opened. He fixed a
glance of wonder, then comprehension,
on the girl. “This has given me your
pity, Maury, at last,” he whispered.
The feeble tones expressing so much
of contentment and affection and the
old dear name of childhood caused the
ready tears to overflow. “Not pity,
Boyd,” she answered, “not pity, dear
heart, but lovel”

SAW HIM BRUSH THE LITTLE FIGURE
CLEAR OP THE BAILS,
tiler’s death was mingled with sorrow
scarcely less poignant that he must
give up his place in the ranks.
His mother and himself were now ab
solutely alone in the world. Her health
was not strong. Their little home was
mortgaged. Inclination pointed one
way, duty the other, and duty won. At
the very hour the Huntersville rifles
took the oath McCarron, though with
them in spirit, stepped-from the train
at his home city a civilian.
A few persons understood and ad
mired him for the course, so eloquent of
moral courage, which he had adopted!
Their approbation did not counterbal-.
ance the sneers Of many who regarded
the young man as a coward. Brown,
proprietor of the store, was a sensible
man. Hysteria did not pass as patriot

The fur trade of North America has
always been largely conducted on the
principle of barter, writes Duncan
MacArthur in the New England Mag
azine, The transactions with the In
dians are carried on in a very simple
manner. When a hunter brings in his
collection of furs to any trading post,
which he usually does twice a year, In
October and March, he is taken to the
trading room, where the official In
charge carefully examines, classifies
and values each sklu, and when the
whole pack is gone over he hands the
Indian a number of tallies, or small
pieces of wood or metal, each repre
senting the value of a “made beaver,”
and the whole representing the value
of the entire catch. The Indian then
proceeds to the storeroom and selects
such articles as he requires—blankets,
capots, guns, knives, tea, tobacco, etc.—
in payment for which he hands back
his tallies until they are all gone and
his purchasing powers are exhausted.
He then departs, another hunter takes
his place and is dealt with in a similar
manner, and so on until all the furs
in possession of the whole band of In
dians have passed into the hands of the
trader. Formerly it was customary to
give a good hunter a “dram ” and some
small presents in appreciation of his
industry.

;tmu, ornamental and becoming. Lu
cian (and he is not the only one who
gives points on this queer mourning
¡custom) says that the Egyptians ex
pressed their intense sorrow by cutting
off the hair upon the death of their god
Apis and th at the Syrians acted in the
same manner at the death of Adonis.
jOlympiadorus remarks concerning Job
i, 20, that the ancients among whom
long hair was regarded as an ornament
¡cut it off in times of mourning, but th at
those who commonly wore it short suf
fered it upon such occasions to grow
long.

ORIGIN OF BAGPÍPES
IT IS FOUND IN THE ANCIENT REED,
OR SHEPHERDS PIPE.
In
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D i f f e r e n t K i n d s o f B a g rp ip e s In U se
In E u r o p e — T h e H i g h l a n d , L o w la n d
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According to the encyclopedia, the bag
pipe is a wind instrument the fixed char
acteristic of which has always been
two or more reed pipes attached to and
sounded by a wind chest, or bag, which
bag has in turn been supplied either by
ithe lungs of the performer or by a bel
lows. The original instrument was pre
sumably the simple reed, or shepherd’s
pipe, which was well known to the
Trojans, Egyptians, Greeks and Ro
mans. But the* strain of blowing these
ancient pipes was so great that some
genius conceived the idea of having a
reserve supply of wind in a bag attach
ed to the pipes, and hence the bagpipe.
The first real instrument is believed to
have been a skin of a goat or kid, with
two pipes, through one of which the
bag was inflated, the other emitting the
sound.
In early times the bagpipe was com
mon in Great 'Britain and abroad. At
one time there were five different kinds
known on the continent, some inflated
by the mouth and others by bellows,
while in the British isles three kinds
were known—the great highland bag
pipe, the lowland bagpipe of Scotland
(which closely resembled the Northum
brian) and the Irish bagpipe.
In the great highland bagpipe, which
originally had but one drone, a valved
tube leads from the mouth to an air
tight bag, which has four other orifices,
three large enough to contain the base
of three fixed long tubes, termed drones,
and another smaller, to which is fitted
the chanter. The three are thrown on
the shoulder, while the latter is held in
the hands. All four pipes are filled
with reeds, but of different kinds. The
drones are tuned by means of sliders,
or movable joints, and this tuning or
preparation for playing, which general
ly occupies a few minutes of the piper’s
time before he begins the tune proper,
is heard with impcitleiicer tjy
accustomed to the Instrument. Indeed,
it gave rise to the saying, applied in
Scotland to those who waste time over
small matters, “You are longer in tun-,
ing your pipes than in playing your
tune.”
The Scottish lowland bagpipe, like
the Northumbrian pipe, was 1U two
forms, one consisting of a smaller and
milder toned edition of the highland in
strument and the other a miniature of
this and having the same relation to It
as the fife has to a German hand. Its.
great drawback, from the point of view
of the devotees of the highland bagpipe,
is that It is unsuited to perforin what
they consider the perfection of pipe mu
sic—the pibroch. These small pipes
were, -however, gentler than the high
land, having tiie same tone, but less
sonorous. I t was to the strains of such
a bagpipe that Chaucer tells us the com
pany of pilgrims left London, and It is
the same Instrument th at is alluded to
In Shakespeare as the Lincolnshire bag
pipe.
The Irish bagpipe is the instrument in
its most elaborate form and is supplied
with wind by a bellows. The drones
are all fixed on one stock and have
keys which are played by the w rist of
the right hand. The reeds are soft and
the tones very sweet and melodious,
and there is a harmonious bass which
Is very effective in the hands of a good
player. The Irish instrument is fast
dying out.
The bagpipe, though a t one tim e fair
ly common, never obtained a firm hold
in England. I t lost favor and gradual
ly deteriorated until It is now practi
cally extinct. The average English
man neither appreciates nor under
stands it. A famous poet irreverently
once compared its notes to “the shrill
screech of a lame goose caught in
corn,” while another heretic w riter lik
ens its sound to a “horrible, noisy, mad
Irishman” or to the cries of the “eter
nally tormented.” To the Irish people
it appeals more strongly. They still
possess in a degree the feeling of a t
tachment to the bagpipe which is so
general among Scotsmen. ,-But it is
undoubtedly more closely associated
with Scotland, both in the highlands
and lowlands, than with any other
country, the particular instrument in
use being the great highland bagpipe,
which, as already explained, consists
of three drones, including the big
drone, which was added about the be
ginning of the last century. I t is this
type which has gradually superseded
the lowland pipe. There is no doubt
that the bagpipe was in use in Scot
land from a very early period, and it
is in Scotland that it has been brought
to the highest degree of perfection. Its
music distinctly connects it with Scot
land, as is clear in the pibroch, the
strathspey, the reel, the march and
other popular melodies. There are
proofs that the instrument was culti
vated in Scotland certainly in the
tw elfth century and of its universal
popularity as early as the fifteenth cen
tury, while in the seventeenth century
nearly every town in the highlands and
lowlands boasted of its piper.—London
Globe.
T r u s tin g ?
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A p p earan ces.

“A photographer is really among the
most trusting of men."
G r e a t G r i e f a n d H e a d S h a v in g ;.
“How do you make that out?”
Among the ancients shaving the head
“Doesn’t ho always take people at
was a very common mode of express
ing great grief or sorrow. Sometimes their face value?”—Baltimore Ameri
it was done by the priest or some other can,
religious functionary formally cutting
A R e lie f.
off the hair, sometimes by violently
Mother—Do you think it is a good
plucking it out by the roots. In ex
treme cases among men the beard as thing to spank a child? Doctor—Well,
well as the hair was either cut off or it often relieves the parent of a bad St
plucked out. The idea seems to have of temper.—Detroit Free Press.
been that mourners should divest them
A mother’s tears are the samo in cl*
selves of that which under ordinary cir
cumstances was considered most beau- languages.
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IN D E P E N D E N T

WASHINGTON LETTER by the President.
Prom Our Regular Correspondent.
W ashington, D. C. Feb. 8, 1906.—

The Hepburn
Bill has passed the House without
an amendment and there is a strong
feeling in the House against agree
ing to any material alteration in
conference with the Senate. The
feeling is that the Senate must pass
the bill substantially as presented
by the House and that the House
will refuse to accede to amendments
Moreover, it is pretty well under
stood that if Congress shall fail at
this session to pass such a bill as
has been urged by the President
and approved by the House, the
President will immediately on ad
journment of Congress call an extra
session for the special purpose of
passing a Railroad Rate Bill.
The impression is growing that
the Senate will finally approve the
President’s San Domingan policy.
The sensation of the week in Con
gress has been the original and in
dependent attitude of Senator
Paterson of Colorado as maintained
in three speeches in the Senate.
Only four Democratic Senators will
be necessary with the Republicans
to pass the bill, and the impression
is that at least four Democrats will
vote with the Republicans.

E L IM IN A T E S

H E A LT H

FRO M

P O LITIC S .

The British Medical Journal
knows no politics; it is,neither Lib
eral nor Conservative ; Unionist nor
Home Ruler, Free Trader nor Pro
tectionist, but where the public
health is concerned it has a right to
be heard. It asks that candidates
for Parliament shall not, for the
sake of catching votes, demean
themselves by giving pledges for
relaxation of those measures which
a century of _world-wide experience
proves to be the only reliable barrier
against one of the most loathsome
diseases that can afflict humanity.
It asks voters to refuse to be cheat
ed of their votes by such misstate
ments as are being circulated at
Sleaford. And it asks members of
the medical profession throughout
the United Kingdom to do their
utmost, each in his own locality7, to
prevent electors being deceived by
anti-vaccinist candidates, and to
prevent candidates being deceived
by local anti-vaccinistsor by agents
of the Anti-vaccination League as to
what is and wbat is not the truth
about vaccination. — Harrisburg
Telegraph.
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John F. Wallace, former chief engi
neer of the Panama Canal who re
In order to make a general clearing out.
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needing carpets.
present regulations. He says that
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labor. The eight hour working
portion was considerable.
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tp mention more ; but call.
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The change in trade conditions have
gestion has existed a short time it
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absent on account of illness.
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fluence for good will be felt in ages to come !
for new methods and greater
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modern principles is well suited to meet
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roads more direct from perfect
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Companies, as to their constitutional right, as corporations now before Congress to extend the culation is brisk through exercise
— AT —
Ths Company (hat pays 3% Interest
to engage in the business of owning and operating coal mines time in which cattle and other live it is difficult for the blood to tarry for every day the money is on deposit”
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cold wind will bring it to a stand
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had acquired the ownership of coal land and had engaged in eight
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hours. A powerful lobby is and may close up the avenues of
mining operations. However, since the resolution has been at work in the Capitol to push this escape. That means death.
Colds are almost always caught
adopted it should be prosecuted thoroughly and impartially. measure through Congress iu order
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Try it.
ered Silk Zephyrs, Bungalow Silk Novelty
one
condition
of
recovery
is
abso
Waistings, Sicilian Fancies, Henley 8erges
our lawmakers are entitled to the hearty congratulations of has been worse than death. A
If you will need a SEWING MACHINE,
more nefarious bill has seldom if lute and unchanging physical com
have the appearance of wool goods.
give the DEMORESTatrial and save money.
all fair-minded citizens. The work, when finished, will no ever
Sole Radiant. Any of the above would $19.50 to $30.00.
been presented to Congress. fort. A man with a cold is more
doubt include—in addition to the Greater Pittsburg enact It is unworthy7a people of advanced sensitive to thermal changes than
ment, now on the statute book—the repeal of the PhiladeL civilization to pass a law which will the most delicate thermometer. He
G . w _
BO,
phia rip p er; the abolition of the fee system in the State De impose greater suffering on a help needs to be comfortable and to be
229 High Street.
partments, personal registration in cities, and laws to guard less and defenceless class of big completely delivered from drafts
Pottstown, Pa.
against corrupt politics, to establish the merit system in the brained vertebrates. No people in and atmospheric changes. On this
civil service in Philadelphia, to regulate the State funds in the world is more ready with principle Gladstone, when he had
banks, and to correct the abuses in county bridges, and to sympathy and a strong arm to help taken cold, always went to bed and
m
effect the legislative apportionment of the State—delayed for the “ under dog” than ours. stayed there until he was well
m
many years. A uniform primary election law may fail of Whether it be Cuban, Boer or again.
8
FOR
One of the best methods of avoid
1
adoption and, so far as the law applies to rural communities, Irishman, if he appears to be fightng a stronger power the American ing colds is to accustom the body to
we think it should fail.
5
is for rushing in to help him out. a moderate temperature, and if a
f*
With a big stick ke stands over all person is unalterably bent on pa This is the month o f Would-Be
Superintendent R app, of the Berks county schools, in the small Republics apparently tronizing the funeral director he
n
— AND —
a recent address before the School Superintendents’ Associ keeping them in order but in re should overclothe himself. He Bargains Everywhere and the
ation at Harrisburg, scored a very important point when he ality to scare away any stronger should provide a nice fur-lined Wise Buyer Will Think Twice
contended that the schools of the country districts of Penn power that may be contemplating overcoat, a heavy silk scarf for the Before making His Suit and
an attack on them. Why then the neck, flannel-lined earmuffs and
sylvania should be brought into a proper relationship to the indifference to the millions of suf arctic overshoes. Then the first
sons and daughters of farmers. I t has been* clear to close fering animals in this country all time he gets too warm and removes Vvercont Purchases --- The
G IF T S I
observers for some time that the tendency of much that is for the sake of putting more dollars some of this toggery there will be a Greatest Clothing Stale is Here
In making your purchases at
educationally popular in our public schools is to make boys in the pockets of the beef trust. It funeral.
See the handsome line o f Art
Because We’ve Bone No Jog
FENTON’S 8TORE. Years of
is
true
that
the
oppressed
class
is
and girls dissatisfied with their surroundings in life, for the
Pictures, Novelties, etc. All theexperience enables the proprietor
without organization, vote, or voice W O R L D ’S LA R G E S T IN C U B A T O R .
gling with Figures --- Original
reason that too much stress is laid upon the achievements of but
to know just what to buy, how
new
goods, the finest assortment.
when the American rushes to
of the unique methods used
to buy, and how to sell the thou 1
Prices are on All Goods and
great men—so-called and real—in law, politics, statesman the rescue he does it without to Some
hatch 15,000 eggs at a time are
sand and more articles kept in
oi up-to-date goods to be found!
ship, and so on, and little or no emphasis allotted to the thought of reward. For the time he interestingly described in the you Bny Salts and Overcoats
stock in a thoroughly equipped
general store.
anywhere. Yon are Invited t«
fundamental importance of agricultural pursuits, and to the is personified altruism. What a ‘Technical World Magazine” for
m call and inspect at the BOOK,
Jnst One - Fourth I.ess Than
contentment of mind which will surely come to those who in step it would be toward the milen- February, as follows:
In
DRY
GOODS,
GROCER
f IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED n
telligently toil close to the bosom of Nature. To enforce nium if the American people should
STATIONERY and ART STORE
A novel featurels that the heat of They Are Harked.
demand the- right of the domestic
GOODS, or In any department of m
OF
this latter consideration will require adequate instruction as animals to life, liberty, and the the eggs is regulated by raisiogor $ 8.00
the big store on the corner yon
Suits and Overcoats,
$ 6.00
will
find what you want at the
to the various soils, the specific character of the numerous pursuit of happiness within bounds. lowering them in the egg chamber, 10.00
Suits and Overcoats,
7.50
which is nearly a foot high inside,
right price.
forms of vegetable and animal life, and, over and above all,
12.00
Suits and Overcoats.
The Pure Food bill is still before burlap separating it from the pipes.
9.00
Ready-made Pantaloons and
with particular reference to the essential value of all well- the Senate after having been de It is well kDown that as the process 15 00 Salts and Overcoats,
11.26
231 HIGH STREET.
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
Suits and Overcoats,
directed effort on the farm. As matters stand the American bated in two sessions _of Congress of hatching advances the animal 18.00
13.50
Boots and Shoes are among the
15.00
POTTSTOWN.
farmer is waning in numbers and very many of his sons and and is likely to receive its death heat in the eggs becomes greater, 20.00 Suits and Overcoats,
specialties.
16.88
daughters are striving to live under conditions by no means blow before the close of this ses requiring in oil-heated incubators a 22 00 Salts and Overcoats,
Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
18.75
best adapted to their strong physical equipment. Much that sion. It is probable that some kind lowering of the temperature of the 25 00 Suits and Overcoats,
m
Oil, Putty, Hardware.
of
a
pure
food
bill
will
be
passed
air supplied. In each compartment
passes for education, in these latter days, is calculated to
EKKIOMEN
VALLET
Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
undermine rather than uphold practical usefulness and that but it will be an emasculated one is a double glazed window, so that
mutual Fire Insurance Co.
variety.
o f Montgomery County.
happiness which is borne of contentment with one’s siir- similar to the farcical Consular bill the thermometer may be read with
A Number of Desirable
soundings. About the first and most important impressiou which passsed the Senate last out opening the door. The egg
week.
The
pure
food
bill
has
Properties
trays rest on double frames hinged
that should be made upon the brain of the farmer’s son or
Ì
“ °~
i
Incorporated May 18, 1871.
daughter is that agricultural pursuits are absolutely as stricken from it its most important by galvanized arms or levers. As Host every woman wants a piece
Along Trolley between Norristown and
Limerick.
honorable as are those of all other undertakings in life and provision, that which requires that the chicks develop, the trays are
Write for particulars.
that upon such pursuits the very existence of humanity’ulti all packed, tinned or bottled food or lowered on these supports, the first o f fur—-Never was there a time
P
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. S
mately rests. This impression once clearly made and then beverage shall bear a label s itin g drop being made in six days, and
GOTWALS & BEYER,
when such fln« furs were sold
its
precise
contents.
The
bill
is
followed methodically by the whys and wherefores involved
others at intervals, until, op the
É
Ì
55
E.
Main St.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
in the operations of Nature about them, and in which they opposed from a great diversity of twepty-first day, the trays are rest for so little money ns now--are directly interested, the time must come when the sons sections and from a wide diversity ing oo the bottoms of the chambers.
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $9,000,000.
and daughters of farmers will be able to stand boldly before of reasons. Some of the principal All infertile eggs are tested out on Here.
m
all the world and at once challenge the lofty admiration, if causes of its defeat will be Senator the seventh day.
$ 1.00 Furs 75c.
$12 Furs, $ 9.00 Office o f the Company i
not envy, of those who have little or no practical knowledge Aldrich who retains an interest in
the
wholesale
grocery
business
by
$2.00 Furs, $1.50.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
$15 Furs, f ll 25
of the g rea t'so u rc es of that sustenance which maintains
$ 3.00 Furs, $2.25.
$18 Furs, $13.50
human and other forms of animal life. Prof. Rapp is heading' which he became wealthy; Senator
A. D. FETTEROLF, S e c r e t a r y .
Lodge who represents a constitu
the right way.
$ 4.50 Furs, $3 00.
$20 Furs, $15.00
F O E
A L L ,
at the collection of good
H. W. KRATZ, President,
ency interested in preserving cod
$ 5.00 Furs, $3 75.
$25 Furs, $18.75
—AND—
things In the
- I N A L L S IZ E S . Norristown, Pa.
by boracic acid; Senator Spooner
$
8.00
Furs,
$6
00.
$30
Furs,
$22
50
F rom the Pboenixville M essenger: “John Brisbane who has interests in fruitcanneries;
Collars, Ties, Suspenders, Lace Col
Regular office day of the Secretary, Friday
Collegeville Market $10 00 Furs, $7 50.
$40 Furs, $30.00
Walker is editor of the “Cosmopolitan Magazine,” and he is Senator Kean who wants all the
of each week ; also every evening.
lars, Belts, Fancy Work, Muslins, Ging
a man who knows a thing or two. In a recent address to a profit obtainable for tinned vege
Next to the Post Office.
hams, Ready-made Wrappers, Aprons,
New York Club he made the startling declaration that a tables, and a number of Southern In addition to o.ur usual supply of EXTRA
O THE PUBLIC.
&c. Also DRESSMAKERS’ SUPPLIES
T
package can be sent by mail from New York to Germany de Senators who are engaged in the QUALITY OF FRESH MEATS, CHOICE
and all the little things you just need at
Having purchased the Blacksmith and
livered at any house in the empire, at one-sixteenth of the paying business of selling cotton FRUITS and VEGETABLES, we have a fine
Wheelwright Shop east of Perkiomen
Bridge, formerly occupied by R. H. Grater, M rs. Frances B a rre tt’s,
price it would cost to send it by mail from New York to
oil which bears the label of selection of GROCERIES, CANNED GOODS,
I am prepared to do first-class
M a in S t ., N e a r S t a t io n ,
Newark, N. J., across the Hudson river. Further, that in seed
pure olive, oil imported trom the New Nuts, Figs, Dates, Raisins, Currants,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Lermany 110 pounds of merchandise could be sent a thousand Lucca olive groves of Italy. A pure and all GOOD EATABLES of the 8EA80N
POTTSTOWN, PENN’A.
miles for 50 cents, while here in the ‘freest country on earth’ food bill is a crying necessity and gt special low price*. FRE8H FISH Thurs
No. 221 High S t.,
T WESLEY HOOTER,
it woukicost to send it $17.60, and then it would have to be the United States Senate is block days and Fridays. Agents U>v Lancaster
AND ALU KINDS o f DESPAIRING,
Designs and Estimates Furn
PAINTING, TRIMMING, ETC.,
divided into 110 packages. The whole of Europe enjoys the ing it.
Blacksm
ith
and H orseshoer.
Chick Feed and Seneca Stock Food. Baggy
ished Free oi Charge.
At
moderate
prices.
Wheels
rubber-tired.
blessings of the parcel post. The reason we do net have that
All indications point to the early whips given away. Orders by mail or ’phone P O T T S T O W N An-opportunity to estimate on your work F IR S T A V E N U E , N E A R 'P E R K IO M E N
system in this country is because the express companies say passage
will be much appreciated. Awaiting your
B R ID G E , C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA .
of the Railway Rate Bill in promptly delivered.
j ja^* I f you have anything towe shall not. And they boss the whole outfit.”
Q « T TOUR Poster« Printed al commands, I am yours,
First-class
work in all branches. N eversllp
the forpi and shape recomtnended
mil, advertize it iv the Independent^
B. REDFIELD,
V( » i r v f u r t n ; Dtfiec.
12-28-3m,
Collegeville, Pa.
G. N. BRADSHAN. Shoeing a specialty.
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älTHE INDEPENDENTS
T E R M S — 91.00 1‘EK YEAR
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IN ADVANCE.
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T hursday, F eb’y 15, ’0 6
C H U R C H S E R V IC E S .
P arish of S t. P a u l’s M em orial P . E. C hurch,
Oaks, P erkiom eu, A udubon. T he R ev. T . P.
Ego» recto r. S u n d ay se rv ices: Union C hurch,
Audubon, 10.45 a. in., w ith H oly Communion
first in m onth. S t. P a u l’s, O aks, 3.80 p. m.,
w ith H oly Com m union th ird in m onth 8.30 a.
m. C hildren’s Evensong la s t in m onth 3 p. m.
S unday School 2.30 p. m . V ested choir. F ree
sittin g s. C ordial welcome. T he rector, resid
ing a t O aks, will be pleased to receive calls for
v isitation or m inistration. A ddress O aks P. O.
L ow er Providence B a p tist C hurch. P reach
in g services 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., every
S un d ay , Rev. F . W . R andall, pastor.
Bible
<ohool, 9.30 a. m. P ra y e r m eeting, W ednesday
evening a t 7.80. S hannonville M ission, every
second S u n d ay evening a t 7.30 ; Bible school,
Sundays, a t 2.80 p. m.; p ra y e r m eeting, T ues
days a t 7.30 p.m .; R ev. S . O. P erry , pastor.
E van sb u rg M . E. C hurch, Rev. W .D .H allm an
pastor. S ab b ath School, 9.30 a. m. P reaching,
10.30 a. m. and 7.80 p. m. Song an d p ra y e r ser
vice, 7 p. m.
S t. L u k e ’s Reform ed C hurch, T rappe, Rev.
S L . M essinger, S . T . D., pastor. S unday
School a t 9 a . m. P reach in g every S unday
a t 10.30 a. m . and 7.30 p. m. C atechetical
class, S u n d ay , a t 2 p . m .
Y. P . S .
C. E . p ray er m eeting, S unday, a t 6.46 p. m.
C o ngregational p ray er m eeting on W ednesday
evening a t 7.30 o’olock. A ll are cordially in
v ited to a tte n d th e services.
T rap p e C ircu it of th e U n ited E vangelical
C hurch, R ev . H . P . H agner, pastor. Services
on th e S ab b ath as follows: On S a tu rd a y even
ing, a t 7 46 p. m ., a t L im erick. S unday school
on th e S ab b ath a t 9.30 a. m., and a farewell ad
dress by th e pastor. C hristian E ndeavor, 5.80
p . m., Jo h n W ein leader. A t T rappe—P ra y er
m eeting, 10 a. m .; S unday School, 1.30 p . m.;
preach in g , 2 30 p. m . A t Zieglersville—S un
day School, 2 p m.; preaching, 7.45 p. m. T his
is th e la s t S a b b a th d ay in the conference and
th e la s t service. F or the present P asto r H agn e r’s term expires and he will a tte n d th e an n u al
conference a t S u nbury on th e 22ud and be as
signed to an o th er field of labor.

P assen g er tra in s leave Oollegeville for P hila
delphia : 7.03, 7.45, 11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. S u n 
days—7.11 a. m., 5.23 p. m. F o r A llentow n:
7.45,11.02a. m., 3 .2 2 , 6.05 p. m . M in d & y s —8.30
a. m., 7.39 p. m.

H om e and Abroad.
—Milder weather.
—That valentine?
—It was a beauty, of course.
—After all, the ice men had an
nning.
—Election day, next Tuesday,
—And then the verdict 1
—There is not enough political
excitement about town to loosen a
curbstone.
—Go the polls next Tuesday.
Don’t wait to be reminded of your
duty and coaxed to exercise the
elective franchise.
■
—Those who know considerable
about a subject are not always the
ones to do the most talking about it.
—Dignity does not consist in pos
sessing honors, but in deserving
them.—Aristotle.
—During the past month there
were 34 deaths and 46 births in
Norristown.
—A wise man should have money
in his head, but not in his heart—
Swift.
—Norristown has caught the re
vival fever and a two weeks’ series
is being planned by the ministers.
—By the will of Thomas Geatrell,
of Lower Gwynedd, $500 is be
queathed to Boehm’s Reformed
church.
—Lansdale will organize a Board
of Trade and endeavor to secure a
number of new industries.
—Some people will never learn
anything for this reason: Because
they understand everything too
soon.—Pope.
—To escape arrest for coal steal
ing a stranger plunged into the icy
river below Flat Rock Dam and
a warn to the opposite shore.
—The nearer a man gets to fame
the smaller itlooks.—ChicagoNews.
; -—The Boys’ Free Reading Room
iin Pottstown had an attendance of
21,905 last year.
—Breaking open a small safe
thieves stole $160 in gold from
Samuel Harbold’s store at Birdsboro.
—Frank Moyer, proprietor of the
Hoffmansville hotel, is the owner of
a 40-pound turkey gobbler.
—Frank Clewell, an employe of
the Reading Granite Works, while
eating an oyster, found a pearl
worth $50.
—Injuries caused by a Reading
flyer running into bis team resulted
in the death of Cyrus G. Rhoades,
of Monocacy.
—A burglar attempted to enter
H. C. Grubb’s residence at Potts
town, but made a hasty flight when
.shot at by Mr. Grubb.
t —A raccoon weighing 17 pounds,
tthe largest killed in Berks county
for years, was shot by William H.
Matz, a Reading grocer.
—John Trace, an iron-worker
near Pottstown, fell dead at the
breakfast table while buttering a
slice of bread for- one of his chil
dren.
—After a lapse of 30 years, which
made his friends conclude that he
was dead, Jacob Kline has written
to his old acquaintances at Rich
land, Berks county.
—Grace Heffling, 3 years old, died
at Honesdale from Burns, and her
sister Lila, aged 7, can hardly sur
vive injuries received in trying to
save her.
-

Mill A gain In O peration.

Manager Klausfelder says the
mecessary repairs at F. J. Clamer’s
mill have been made, and that ope
rations have been resumed in full.
^Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that Con
tain Mercury.

As mercury will surely destroy the sense
•of smell and completely derange the whole
■system when entering it through the mucous
surfaces. Such articles should never be used
-except on prescriptions from reputable phys
icians, as the damage they will do is ten
fold to the good you can possibly derive from
•them. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured
1>y if. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio,
“Contains no mercury, and is taken internally,
-acting directly upon the blood and mucous
-surfaces of the system. In buying Hall’s
■Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine.
It is taken internally, and made in Toledo,
"Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials

P h ilad e lp h ia M ark ets.

R unaw ay.

Tuesday afternoon a horse belong
ing to Milton Moyer, of Gratersford,
escaped from hostler. Isaac Latsbaw
at the Railroad House, this borough,
and ran out Third avenue west at a
terrific clip. The buggy, colliding
with a tree, was partially demol
ished, and the harness was torn.
C learin g S a le .
The horse was captured where the
H. L. Nyce, the shoe dealer of collision occurred.
Norristown, is having a clearing
sale of shoes and rubbers to make
room for spring wear. See adver.,
A R e m a rk a b le H en.
second page, and take advantage
A
hen
that lays immense eggs is
of bargains offered.
owned by David Marks, of Lock
Haven, Pa., says the Democrat of
P o ttsto w n ’s Institute.
that city. Every other day this hen
Pottstown is going to have a presents her owner one of the mam
Teachers’ Institute and the pros moth products. Editor McNaul as
pects for the undertaking to be held serts fib measured one that was 61
from April 2 to 6 are very promis by 71 inches, and that weighed four
ing.
Capable instructors have ounces. All the eggs laid by the
been engaged, and every effort will remarkable hen are siDgle yolked.
be exerted to prove that as to
Teachers' Institutes Norristown is
C e le b ra ted H is S e v e n tie th W edding
not the whole show.

Wheat, 84; corn, 50}c.; oats,
36Jc.; winter bran, $21.50; timothy
hay, $15; mixed hay, $12.50; steers,
4f to5Jc.; fat cows, 3J a 41c.; sheep,
2f to 61c.; lambs, 6 to 8c.; hogs,
81 a 8fc.

Odd F ello w s’ S u p p er.

The members of Economy Lodge
I. O. of O. F., of this borough, will
give a supper in their lodge room
next Saturday evening. Oysters in
all styles, ice cream, cakes, home
made candies, etc., will be served.
The good things to eat will be
ready for patrons at 5.30. All are
invited to help make the event a
social and financial success.
T rinity R eform ed C h u rch .

Rev. F. C. Yost, of York, Pa., oc
cupied the pulpit in Trinity Re
formed church, this borough, Sun
day morning, and delivered a dis
course that aroused much profound
appreciation. At the services next
Sunday morning at 10, Rev. E. S.
Bromer, D. D., of the Theological
Seminary Faculty, will preach the
sermon.
“Father oughtn’t to have married
again four months after mother
died,” is the excuse which one of
the two sons of 79-year-old Nicholas
A. Marion, of Wyncote, offers for
refusal to support their indigent
father. He has sued the two sons,
N. Marion^ of Wyncote, and An
thony, of Nicetown, to compel them
to keep him.

A 7-year-old boy of Warren, Pa.,
Osborne Rollins, has the distinction
of being the youngest traveler fever
making a trip alone from his town
to Passadena, California, 1800 miles.
The boy’s father, who is in Cali
fornia, sent for the boy to visit him.
Trainmen along the route over the
continent assisted the youthful
traveler to his destination, and hfe
reached the Pacific State without
untoward incident.

N o tarie s Public.

The following residents of Mont
gomery county have been nominated
notaries public by Governor Pennypacker and confirmed by the State
Senate, to serve for four years : H.
Wilson Stahlnecker, Miss Fannie L.
Roberts and Miss Emeline H.
Hooven of Norristown; William B.
Rhoads, Whitemarsh; H. E. Wash
burn, Cheltenham; Jesse K. Lewis
and William W. Chambers, Lower
Merion; John S. Smith, Lower
Providence; U. S. G. Finkbiner,
Royersford; George L. Egolf, Potts
town.
Foot Injured.

Friday evening Florence Scheuren,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. W.
Scheuren, had the misfortune to
step on a nail protruding from a
board lying between the curb and
sidewalk in front of H. L. Saylor’s
marble yard. The nail penetrated
the right foot near the cushion of
the great toe to the depth of about f
of an inch and inflicted a very pain
ful and dangerous wound. The foot
soon began to swell and it became
necessary for the attending phys
ician, Dr. Horning, to make deep
incisions about the wound so as to
successfully apply the necessary
antiseptics. The indications are
that Florence will soon be about
again, as usual.
C ounty’s In co m e M ay be G reatly
In crea sed .

If the Creasy bill, allowing the
counties to retain nine-tenths of the
persoual property taxandall license
moneys, becomes a law, Montgom
ery county’s. treasury will be
swelled to the extent of $50,000.
The liquor and njercantile licenses
during the past year totaled $33,000.
This would all come back, under the
Creasy bill, which passed the
House, and is up to the Senate. The
personal property tax returned to
the county the past 12 months, was
$76,000. This represented threefourths of the total personal prop
erty tax—$103,000. With the county
retaining nine-tenths, the county
would benefit $16,000 more.
R obbery an d M u rd er In Phoenixville.

About one o’clock Wednesday
morning of this week two negroes
forced an entrance to the residence
and bakery of Max Elkin, in the
northern part of Phoenixville, and
after stealing a small sum of money
in the bakery went to the bedroom
of the proprietor. Mr. Elkin was
aroused and was about to offer re
sistance when the negroes fired two
shots into his face, killing him al
most instantly, afid escaping. About
3 o’clock a bay horse and carriage
were stolen from a farmer named
Pennypacker, south of Phoenixville,
and it is believed that the murder
ers took the team. The dead man,
who was about 34 years of age,
leaves a wife, almost crazed with
grief, and a number of children.
M an D row ned in th e P erklom en.

Tuesday morning Abram Wismer
discovered the body of Henry Mar
tin Shaffer, aged 52 years, floating
in the Perkiomen, about a half-mile
below Gratersford, where the ice
had been removed the day before.
Shaffer had been engaged Monday
in assisting John Christman to fill
his ice house at Gratersford, and
the last seen of him was in the even
ing when the day’s work was done.
Coroner King held an inquest Tues
day forenoon and a verdict of death
by drowning was rendered. The
deceased was a German, with no
relatives in this country, and lived
alone iD a house a short distance
west of Gratersford. He followed
day laboring and was always will
ing to work at whatever he could
find to do. His body was placed in
charge of undertaker F. W. Shalkop, of Trappe. The expenses of
interment in one of the cemeteries
of the vicinity will be cheerfully
borne by the neighbors and friends
of the deceased.
Luckiest Man in Arkansas.

“I’m the luckiest man in Arkanras,”
writes H L Stanley, of Bruno, “tlnce the
restoiation of my wife’s health after five
years of continuous coughing and bleeding
from the lungs ; and I owe my good fortune
to the world’s greatest medicine, Dr. King’s
New Discovery for Consumption, which I
know from e perience will cure consumption
if taken Id time. My wife improved with
first bottle and twelve bottles completed the
cure.” Cures the worst coughs and (olds
Tree.
or money refunded. At J. W. Culbert’s,
Sold bv Druggists, 75 cents.
the druggist. 50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle
?*ke Hall’s Family Fills for constipation. free.

Paragraphs From Yerkes.

The small snowfall and little rain
this winter revive talk by oldtime Pennsylvanians of the season
of 1824, which followed just such a
winter as this, when the Susque
hanna river dried up and it was
possible to walk across its arid bed
at almost any place. The winter of
1888 was almost similar to this one,
and the drought which ensued is
still fresh inthe memories of country
people.

The comedy drama “Oak Farm”
was given before an appreciative
audience in the Mennonite schoolhouse, Saturday evening, February
10. The cast was made up of ten
members of the Crescent Literary
Society, and all performed their
parts to the entire satisfaction of
those present. Much credit is also
due to those who performed during
the entertainment.
Martin Roy, son of J. Martin and
Emma J. Hunsburger, died of pneu
monia Tuesday, after several weeks’
illness, at the age of 13 years, 4
months aod 13 days. The bereaved
family have the sincere sympathy of
all their neighbors and friends in
their very sad bereavement. The
funeral will be held on Saturday,
February 17, at 10 a. m., to which
the friends of thefamily are invitied
without further notice. Services
and interment at the Mennonite
meetinghouse and cemetery ; under
taker J. L. Bechtel in charge.

Broke T hrough th e Ice.

Saturday afternoon Miss Brachhold, about to leave the dam at
Clamer’s mill where she had been
skating, broke through the ice near
the shore and got into the water
waist deep. A day or two previous
Harry Godshalk, while skating,
broke through the ice, further up
stream, and escaped with a bath.
Too much caution cannot be exer
cised by those who skate on the
Perkiomen, if extremely distressing
Day.
drowning accidents are to : be
Thomas Bitting, 89 yearsold, who avoided.
is the oldest Justice of the Peace iu
this county, observed the seventieth
A bout S p e c ta c le P eddlers.
anniversary of his wedding on Fri
day at his residence near Ambler.
Successful peddlers of “specs”
He was married in 1836 at the age were those who sold the most
of 19 to Miss Theresa Wentz, who glasses mainly by one means—plenty
died several years ago. He has of talk. The days when a person
been an Odd Fellow for sixty years. lets a peddler “ talk them into buy
ing” a pair of eye-glasses are over.
Nowadays persons want eye-glasses
S ta te A ntitoxin.
which will accurately correct the
On the fourth page of this issue of faults of eyesight and improve their
the I ndependent will be found au vision. These are the aims of A. B.
article of very much practical inter Parker, the reliable optician who
est to the public with relation to has been doing business for over a
State antitoxin, which is being dis quarter of a century in Norristown.
tributed free by Commissioner He moved to bis present address,
Dixon’s Health Department at Har 210 DeKalb street, in order to have
risburg. The article contains in larger rooms for his business. Free
formation that should be carefully consultation daily.
read thoughout the State.
T h is Boy M ade a Long Trip.

R e m a rria g e of F a th e r O b jected To.

W ill T h ere b e a D ro u g h t T h is Y ear.

Prof. Loux’s D a u g h te r Injured.

Marie, a young daughter of Prof.
E. K. Loux, of Souderton, who was
recently shot by supposed'robbers,
fell down stairs with a small child
in her arms and fractured her
shoulder blade. The child escaped
unhurt. The condition of Mr. Loux
continues to improve. A grand en
tertainment will be given in Freed’s
hall, Souderton, for the benefit of
Prof. Loux and bis family on the
evening of the 21st.
S u c c e ssfu l F ete.

The girls of Ursinus gave a very
successful Valentine fete last Satur
day evening in Bomberger Hall.
To the table of fancy articles, and
the cake, candy, and flower stands
usual to such affairs, were added
various amusements in the line of
fortune telling, a museum, etc.
Perhaps the most interesting attrac
tion was a wireless telegraph sta
tion from which messages could be
sent to any one present. The pro
ceeds, to be used to buy new base
ball suits for the team, netted about
one hundred dollars.
H idden S ilv er Found.

Town and Country, Pennsburg,
says: Several weeks ago Miss Polly
Wetzel, of Vera Cruz, Lehigh
county, died, and a few days later
administration papers were taken
out to dispose of her few belongings
as it was thought. The adminis
trator, as well as the Charles Ortt
family, with whom the woman had
made her home, were amazed this
week when making an inventory,
when they found a sack of hidden
silver among her effects. The ad
ministrator opened the bag and
counted eighteen hundred silver
dollars.
A w arded $10,000.

A jury in Commou Pleas Court
No. 4, at Philadelphia, awarded
$10,000 last week to Mrs. Florence
M. Weir Custer, whose husband,
Clement L. Custer, was’ killed on
November 19th, in an accident on
the P. & R. Railway, Dear Lansdale.
The accident was caused by the
spreading of a track, and the rail
way company contended that the
spikes of the rail which gave way
had been drawn out by some mal
ignant minded person whose iden
tity had never been discovered.
Counsel for plaintiff contended that
the accident was due to the carlessness of the Company’s officials, and
this is the view the jury took of the
case.
M eeting of N. A. W o m an S u ffrag e
A sso ciatio n .

A correspondent writes:—Much
interest is being manifested by the
people of Baltimore in the Conven
tion of the National Woman Suff
rage Association which is holding
its sessions here in Baltimore. The
Lyric Theatre, which has a seating
capacity of about 3,000, is filled
each night with enthusisastic audi
ences, and - on Sunday afternoon
there was not even standing room
when Maud Ballingtou Booth made
hermagnificentaddress and touched
the hearts of her hearers, Thurs
day evening was College Women’s
night and the Presidents of Bryn
Mawr and Mt. Holyoke were two
of the speakers, while Vassar,
Smith, Wellesley and Radcliffe were
well represented by cultured wom
en. Ira Remsen, President of Jonn
Hopkins University was the presi
ding officer for this evening. F ri
day was municipal evening, with
such speakers as Miss Jane Addams
of Chicago; Hon. Frederick Howe,
of Cleveland, Ohio, and Hon. Wm.
Dudley Fonlke, of Richmond, Indi
ana. “ Women in History,” was
the subject on Saturday.evening
and Miss Marie Brehm, of Chicago,
made the finest address of the eve
ning on “Heroes and Heroines.”
The Convention will close on Tues
day evening, and on Thursday
evening there will be Congressional
Hearings at 10 o’clock, a. m., and in
the evening a celebration of Miss
Susan B. Anthony’s eighty-sixth
birthday in the Church of Our
Father.
Frightfully Burned.

Gbas. W. Moore, a machinist, of Ford
City, Pa., bad bis hand frightfully burned in
an electrical furnace. He applied Bucklen’e
Arnica Salve with the usual result; “a
quick and perfect cure.” Greatest healer on
earth for Burns, Wounds, Sores, Eczema
and Files. 25c. at Joseph W. Culbert’s, the
druggist.

FROM OAKS.

Mrs. Havens was severely bitten
on the arm and band by a dog on
Thursday. Two dogs became en
gaged in a fight and Mrs. Haven’s
pet dog joined in the fight, and in
an effort to save her dog, she was
badly bitten by one of the dogs.
Rev. Mr. McDade, a retired min
ister, has bought the Smith farm,
originally the Cox farm, and will go
to farming in earnest,, as he pro
poses to rent' the Taylor-Kimball
property, the Bell property, and
buy the Mintzer property, which
will give him quite a large tract of
land, under good cultivation. If
not so, can be made so.
Charles Bossert will give up
C o n trib u to r to th e C ountry
farming the Kimball farm, origin
ally William Taylor’s, and move to
G en tlem an .
Col. J. M. Vanderslice, proprietor Philadelphia.
of Fircroft farm, this borough,'con
Frank Mortimer will occupy the
tributes to the Country Gentleman— farm owned by Amos Gotwals.
one of the most prominent agricul Weinberg, who lived on the place
tural papers in the country—of for many years, has given up farm
January 11, a very interesting arti ing, and is keeping a boarding
cle in relation to Montgomery county house in Phoenixville.
in general and the Perkiomen Val
And we are to have a fire company
ley in particular. The Colonel says
that Montgomery county “in the at Oaks, and we hope said fire com
census of 1890 stood third in the pany will be a dead sure thing.
United States in the value of its Dead certain. We have a literary
agricultural products,” and con society, a barber shop, a cigar
cludes his article as follows: “ While store, a club house, the Oak Leaf
I have traveled through all the club, and next the Oaks fire com
agricultural sections of the country, pany.
and have observed their conditions,
Mrs. George A. Richardson pre
I have never seen a section where
us (that means the big four,
there are better farms and where sented
italics,) with a pumpkin, for
farmers appear more prosperous in
which we return thanks. It is
than in the Perkiomen Valley.”
prettier than a water-mil-yun, a
zmiiiu’ on the vine.
Evansburg and Vicinity.
Friday morning, after the snow,
full
moon and the eclipse, John GotN. Byron Keyser has two of his walts
and Ed. Johnson removed the
ice houses partially filled with snow
from the sidevvalks from Oaks
seven-inch ice.,
to the schoolhouse at Green Tree
John H. Casselberry has accepted and to Perkiomen station, and an
a position with the Delaware and appreciative community, who know
a good thing when they see it, re
Atlantic Telephone Company.
turn their thanks for a great favor
Aged Isaac Weber, who has been shown them.
confined to his bed all winter with
My young friend William Yerkes
a broken hip, had an apoplectic
stroke on Monday foreuoon,. but has has been promoted* to shipping
clerk at the Montello Brick Works.
partially recovered at present.
A deserved promotion.
William J. Childs and Mary
Harry Miller, after working in
Force are also on the sick list.
the Montello Brick Works for a
The bazaar held inthe new parish year, will go back to his old job,
house of St. James’ church last under a new firm, the General Elec
Thursday, Friday and Saturday tric Light Company located at Earn
evenings, was well attended, and est, near Norristown.
was eminently successful. A net
We hear Norris Brower will
amount of $150 was realized.
move to Norristown shortly.
There is a report that Hallman
Item s From Trappe.
will move his foundry from Mont
Glare to Perkiomen, as he is cramp
Acetylene I
ed
for room, and that he proposes
Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Martin, of to add
to his business of pipe manu
Honeybrook, Chester county, spent facturing
of all sizes.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
Stierly.
A party has been looking up a
Election day next Tuesday. The location to build a steel plant here.
local campaigners are not up late This is a good location, as two rail
at nights, and they await the ver roads pass through the place, east
dict of the ballots with unusual and west and north and south with
the Schuylkill canal near by. The
composure.
Montello Brick Works can supply
Acetylene!
all the building material needed for
John H. Fetterolf and family and building purroses.
Charles Mills and son, of Philadel
A dozen or more ladies and gen
phia, were the guests of Mr, and tlemen
attended the drama given by
Mrs. James R. Weikel, Sunday.
the Crescent Literary Society,
Of course, the 3-minute time limit Yerkes, Saturday evening, and all
is not supposed to apply to all big pronounce it as being a splendid
performance. The same drama will
talkers into Bell ’phones.
be given here in a short time, possi
Stephen Tyson has filled his ice bly in two weeks. Proceeds for
house with 8-inch ice from the the benefit of the sidewalk.
Perkiomen.
By the way, Mr. John Gotwalts
Acetylene!
has had the foot bridge over Brow
H. S. Shainline, of Upper Provi e r’s run put in good shape, and it
dence is the owner of a Jersey bull is not necessary to take the road
that does excellent work on the bridge to cross the run as was the
tread-power.
usual custom.
The Society of Willing Workers
The sun set red Friday eveuing,
of the U. E. church will meet at the and the moon took on a rather deep
home of Miss Kate Weand on Satur red that same evening when it
day, February 17, at 2 p. m.
arose. Full moon, and an eclipse of
the moon, brought with it snow aud
Wednesday evening of last week about three inches fell during the
Harvey Moyer, of near Yerkes, ac night preceded by rain, and slush
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Abram was the order. The rain and snow
Buckwalter of Collegeville, was on did not not spoil the skating alto
his way to the Evangelical church. gether, but the ice was none of the
Near Isaac Longstreth’s place his finest or strongest, as Frank Zim
horse shied at a large spool of tele merman and Miss Ryder broke
phone wire and upset the carriage. through it under Davis’ bridge,
Mrs. Buckwalter was severely cut Saturday evening, receiving a cold
and bruised. Mr. Buckwalter and bath.
Mr. Moyer escaped injury.
George Scott, who has resided
Francis Zollers authorizes the near
Audubon, on the Walts farm,
statement to be made that he was will move his family toHagarstown,
nominated as the Democratic can Maryland, where he will engage iu
didate for Burgess without his the eating house business. Hagarsknowledge or consent; that he is in town is his native home.
nowise aspiring to the highest office
in the gift of the borough, and that
The Republican vigilance commit
he desires the voters to support his tee held a meeting at Black Rock,
Republican competitor for Burgess. Saturday evening.
At a special meeting of Town
It is proposed to run Wilson, of
Council, Saturday evening, the Mont Clare, as aD Independent
question of lighting the town with candidate to beat Ashenfelter for
acetylene gas, and the furnishing of Supervisor. The Democrats nomin
the same illuminant to private con ated Rittenhouse to beat Hagginsumers was discussed at some botham, and so its tit for tat, and
length, in the presence of a repre may the one who receives the high
sentative of a Gas and Construction est number of votes win.
Company of Philadelphia. It is
Miss Sallie Dettra of Philadel
probable that at the next regular
meeting of Coudcü there will be phia, and Lewis Dettra of Stevens
more discussion, followed by action City, Va., visited their parents,
upon an ordinance. Quite a num Mr. and Mrs. John B. Dettra, Sun
ber of citizens are much in favor of day.
street lighting and will be glad for
Prof. Charles C. Ellis, , of Phila
the opportunity to light their delphia,
preached, Sunday, in the
homes with acetylene gas. The Green Tree
church. His text: Can
question is an important one and
good come out of Nazareth?
should receive very careful consid any
Philip’s answer : Come and see. He
eration.
advanced many forcible arguments
to prove the greatest of all good
came out of the despised village.
A Healing Gospel.
The Rev. J. C. WarreD, pastor of Sharon
Miss Bess Coates of Bridgeport
Baptist Church, Belair, Ga., says of Electric visited the Misses Nichols, Sunday.
Bitters: “It’s a Godsend to mankind. It
cured me of lame back, stiff joints, and com
Mrs. William Hagginbotham was
plete physical collapse. I was so weak it
took me half an hour to walk a mile. Two in town Saturday.
bottles of Electric Bitters have made me so
Mrs. George Kaiser and daughter
strong I have just walked three miles lh 50
minutes and feel like walking three more. and Mrs. Benj. Groome, son and
It’s made a new man of me.” Greatest daughter, of Mont Clare, and Mrs.
remedy for weakness and all Stomach, Liver Herbert Campbell and daughter, of
and Kidney complaints. Sold under guar
antee at Joseph W. Culbert’s Drug Store. Phoenixville, visited friends in
1Oaks, Sunday.
Price 50e,

Jotting's From Limerick
Square and Vicinity.
Rev H. P. Hagner was in Reading
on Monday.
Walter Schlichter, of Philadel
phia, was at home on Sunday.
Miss Minnie Rhoads and Marion
Fitzpatrick, of Pottstown, were the
guests of Miss Mayme Weise, Sun
day.
Quite a number of our citizens
are filling their ice houses.
Miss Martha Linderman, a stu
dent at Perkiomen Seminary, was
home Saturday and Sunday.
Linford Schlichter has secured a
position in Philadelphia.
Messrs. W. I. Kline and Frank
Knerr, students at the K. S. N. S.,
spent several days at their homes.
Miss Elsie Keck, of Pottstown,
was a caller in town, Sunday.
Gilbert Spare, of Philadelphia,
spent Saturday and Sunday with
his parents.
Miss Bertha Sabold, of Royers
ford, is spending several weeks
with Miss Lillian T. Miller.
On Sunday Rev. and Mrs. Hagner
entertained Mrs. Wagner and son
Harry and Mrs. Schwenk. Mr.
Hagner will preach his farewell
sermon Dext Saturday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ziegler spent
several days with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. G. Ziegler.
WHAT T H E A ILM ENT WAS.

A New England statesman was
referring to the dry humor of the
late Senator Hoar, when he was re
minded of the following:
One day Hoar learned that a
friend in Worcester who had been
thought to have appendicitis was in
reality suffering from acute indi
gestion.
Whereupon the Senator smiled
genially. “ Really,” said he, “that’s
good news. I rejoice for my friend
that the trouble lies in the table of
contents rather than in the ap
pendix.”
BUT H E S W U N G H IS LANTERN.

From Success Magazine.

Representative John Sharp Willtams tells a tale of the days when
he was counsel for a railway line in
one of the Southern States.
It appears that, at one point, the
company had stationed an old negro
watchman, whose duties consisted
in warning travelers down a high
way crossing the tracks when a
train approached. One night, a
wagon belonging to a farmer was
struck, resulting in a bad accident.
The company was, of course, sued
for damages, and, at the trial, the
old darkey was the principal wit
ness for his employer. He replied
to the questions put to him in a clear,
direct fashion. Among these ques
tions, was one as to whether he was
sure that he had swung his lantern
across the road when he perceived
the train approach. The negro re
plied :
“ I shorely did, sah !”
The trial resulted in a verdict for
the company, and Mr. Williams, as
counsel, took early occasion to com
pliment the aged negro on bis ex
cellent testimony. To which the
latter replied:
“ Thankee, Marse John, but I
was sorely skeered when dat lawyer
man begin to ask me about de lan
tern. I was afeared, for a minute,
dat he was goin’ to ask me if it was
lit or not. De oil done give out some
time befo’ de accideut!”
O e n e i i i o f C o tto n In

A m e r ic a .

The first planting of cotton seed In
the colonies was In the Carollnas in the
year 1621, when seeds were planted as
an experiment In a garden. Winthrop
says that in 1643 “men fell to the
manufacture of cotton, whereof we
have great stores from Barbados.” In
1786 It was cultivated in the gardens
along Chesapeake bay, especially in the
vicinity of Baltimore, and at the open
ing of the Revolution it was a garden
plant In New Jersey and New York,
but its real value seems to have been
almost unknown to the planters until
about 1780.
The

C h a m e le o n .

The American chameleon, a small liz
ard, Inhabits various parts of the south
ern United States. The little animal
has the remarkable habit of quickly
and completely changing its colors,
varying from brown to yellow and pale
green. Its food consists of insects.
The little animal is perfectly harmless
to higher forms of life, is often kept
as a pet and has been worn attached
to a chain as an ornament. The toes
are provided with adhesive pads, which
enable the lizard to run upon smooth,
vertical surfaces.
T h e R oom a t th e Top.

“All the lower berths are taken,” said
the ticket seller. “You’ll have to take
an upper berth.”
\ “Of course,” grumbled the professor.
“There’s always room at the top.”—
Chicago Tribune.
In the British museum are books
written on oyster shells, bricks, tiles,
bones, ivory, lead, iron, copper, sheep
skin, wood and palm leaves.
C o u r t e s ie s .

Cabby—I ’ad a beard like yours once,
but when I found what It made me
look like I got It cut off. Bussy—An’ I
’ad a face like yours once, an’ when I
found I couldn’t get It cut off I grew a
beard.—Punch.
It Is Impossible to found a lasting
power upon injustice and treachery.—
Demosthenes.
A ll a t th e H ead.

Glass stands first of elastic sub
stances, pearl is the heaviest of animal
substances, mercury is the heaviest
liquid, the heaviest woods are pome
granate and lignum vitae, cork Is the
lightest wood, and platinum is the
most ductile metal, capable of being
drawn so fine as to be invisible.
.
Steady work at Ambler. Good
able-bodied men wanted a t the Shingle
Factory. Steady work. Wages, $9.00 to
$12.00 per week. Those speaking “Penn
sylvania Dutch” preferred. Apply to
KEASBEY & MATTISON CO.,
Superintendent’s Office,
Ambler, Pa.

M

en w a n t e d

A RPEN TERS W A N T E D I T
AM B E E R . 25 or 30 carpenters
C
wanted at once. Apply to the
KEASBEY & MATTISON CO.,
Ambler, Pa.

epo r t

lUBEiIC SALE OF

K

of THE CONDITION OF THE NATIONAL
BANK OF 8CHWENKSVILLE, AT 80HWENKSVILLE,
IN THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA, AT THE
CLOSE OF BUSINESS, JANUARY 29, 1906.
RESOURCES.
Roans and discounts,............................$172,976 83
Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY,
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured ...
226 59
U. S. bonds to secure circulation........ 40,000 00 FEBRUARY 23,1906, at Perkiomen Bridge
Bonds, securities, e tc .,...............
213,226 00 hotel, 25 fresh cows and close springers.
Bankinghouse, furniture and fixtures, 6,500 00 Gentlemen, I have another lot of choice
Other real estate owned,....................... 4,981 80 cows for you to bid at and huv at your
Due from National Banks (uot re
They have the size, shape, and
serve agents................................
2,650 95 figures.
Due from State Banks and bankers..
337 89 all the qualities you are looking for. Sale
Due from approved reserve agents__ 47,124 68 at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
J. W. MITTERLING.
Cheeks and other cash item s,...........
90 00
Notes of other National Banks............
670 00 L. H. Ingram, auct. H. H. Robison, clerk.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and cents, ......
416 21
LAWFUL MONEY RESERVE IN BANK,
»UBL1C SA LE O F
vie :
Specie..................................... 21,260 25
Legal tender notes............... 1,60000— 22,85025
Redemption fund with U. S. Treas
urer (5 per cent, of circulation)
2,000 00

FRESH COWS!

Personal Property!

Total...................
$513,049 10
L IA B IL IT IE S.
Capital stock paid i n , .........................$100,000 00
Surplus fu n d ,......................
100,000 00
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid........................................ 27,907 82
National Bank notes outstanding....... 40,000 00
Due to other National Banks,............... 3,626 88
Dividends u n p a id ,...............................
968 00
Individual deposits subject to check.. 240,647 40
T o ta l,............................................$618,049 10
State of Pennsylvania, County i
of Montgomery,
j ss*
I, John G. Prizer, Cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly affirm th at the above
statem ent is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
JO H N G. PR IZ E R , Cashier.
Subscribed and affirmed to before me this 2nd
day of February, A. D., 1906.
JONATHAN B. GRUBB, N. P.
Correct—A tte s t:
H . H. FETTEROLF,
JO H N P. K L IN E ,
PETER A. METZ,

J
>Directors.
)

PUBLIC SA LE O F

Personal Property!

Will he sold at public sale, on THURS
DAY, MARCH 1, 1906, on “The High Land
Farm,” the residence of the undersigned,
half a mile from Black Rook, in Tipper
Providence township, Montgomery county,
Pa., the following personal property:
THREE HORSES. “Dan,” a gray
horse 12 years old, a good stand
by for on the farm, works on the
tread-power and every other
place. “Prince,” a fine bay, 7 years old,
16 hands high, weighs 1400 lbs., a good
worker and driver. “Boy,” a bay geld
ing, sired by May Boy, 8 years old, good
driver, single or double. SIXTEEN COWS
.gome fat, the balance are milking.
One fat hog. 150 chickens. T h reeP jL „
farm wagons, two 4-inch tread, and the
other a body wagon 2% in. tread; 2 sets of
hay ladders, manure boards, cart, top
wagon for 2 horses, express' milk wagon,
top buggy, carriage pole, express pole, the
King horse power thresher and cleaner,
fanning mill, cutting bench, Roberts feed
cutter, 2 grain drills; Farmers’ Favorite,
used for two seasons, and Empire; Mc
Cormick reaper and binder, Champion
mower with wabble gear, Champion
reaper in good order, hay tedder, horse
rake, plank roller, 2 Syracuse plows, 2
springtooth harrows, 3 spike harrows,
American cultivator, hoe harrow, bob
sled, express sleigh, one-seated sleigh,
corn marker, Spangler corn planter, corn
sheller with shaker, forks and rakes, 2 hay
hooks, ropes and pulleys, manure drag,
heavy timber chain. Harness—5 sets of
heavy harness, express harness, 3 sets of
buggy harness, collars, blind and headhalters, double and single lines, fly straps,
etc. 2500 sheaves cornfodder, put up on
well-built ricks, no waste; 400 bushels of
corn, 200 bushels clean oats, hay by the
ton, 25 bushels potatoes. Dairy Fixtures
and household goods: 30 milk cans, buck
ets, 75 pots of apple butter, copper kettle,
farmer’s boiler, 2 cook stoves, Mountain
Oak heater No. 136, made by Buckwalters,
good as new; bedsteads and bedding, old
style bureau, chairs, carpets, stands,
books, oil painting outfit complete with
artist materials, vinegar by the barrel,
etc., and many things useful to farmers
and others and not here specified. Sale to
begin at 12.30 sharp.
J. I. BECHTEL.
W. M. Pierson, auct.
G. W. Zimmerman, clerk.

Will be sold at public sale on THURS
DAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1906. on the Wm.
H. Detwiler farm near Metbacton meet
inghouse, Worcester township, the follow
ing personal property: TWO HORSES,
kgood and sound farm horses; 2 W.
A. Wood mowers, 5 ft. cut: 2 W.
•A. Wood steel horse rakes, 1 W.
**“A. Wood hay tedder, Crown grain
drill with fertilizer attachment; Bateman
potato sprayer, potato sorter, potato
digger, 2 right-hand Syracuse plows, one
left-hand Syracuse plow, cultivator, with
riding seat, 2 Diamond tooth harrows,
ropes and tackles, harpoon hay hook, 110
ft. hay rope, 5 roller-bearing pulleys, 40 ft.
butcher’s rope, 10 ft. weeder, 40 ft. exten
sion ladder, Ohio feed cutter and shredder,
Roberts’ horse power, Dwarf thresher and
cleaner, steel roller, bay wagon, cart, de
livery wagon, wheelbarrow, 11 hot-bed
sash and screws. The farm machinery is
all practically new and in good order.
1000 sheaves of rye. Lot of harness of all
kinds, and many other articles pertaining
to the farm-and not here specified. This
will be a clearing sale and everything will plJBLIC SALE OF
be sold. Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
OLIVER EVANS,
Agent for Wm. H. Detwiler.
REAL ESTATE
Also Cypher incubator and brooder—
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY!
capocity, 200 eggs; 30-gallon farmer’s
boileg for wood or coal; and a good cook
Will be sold at public sale, on TUES
stove.
DAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1906, on the prem
ises of Addison T. Miller, dec’d, at Lim
erick Square, Pa., the following described
IlIB L IC KALE O F
real estate and personal proderty of said
deceased:
A 2-story frame dwelling, containing 5
Personal Property!
rooms, attic, cellar, outkitchen JggsiL
and porch; stable; about one acreff^YTiSlt
Will be sold a t public sale, on FRIDAY, of ground; nicely located in saidl**
FEBRUARY 16, 1906, on the premises of village and along trolley road.
the late Wm. Rawn, deceased, in Perki
PERSONAL PROPERTY:
omen township, one mile west of Graters
2 horses, 6 cows, one with calf; 2 fat
ford, the following described property: 3
shoats, 40 pair chickens, 2»
■horses, 2 cows, 2 heavy farm
farm wagons with bodyj
'wagons, body and hay lad,and hay bed, express wagon, twoiders ; express wagon,
^double-seated family car-1
seated family carriage with pole;
riage and pole, phaeton, hob sled, sleigh, fallingtop carriage, sleigh, cart and har
riding cultivator and other cultivators, ness, springtooth harrow, hay tedder,
spike harrow, spring harrow, hay tedder, mower, reaper, roller, horse rake, corn
mower, roller, horse rake, reaper, corn marker, cornsheller, winnowing mill, 3
marker, corn planter, 2 Advance chilled plows, horse power and thresher, step and
plows, cornsheller, horse power, thresher other ladders, 2 grindstones, 3 wheelbar
and cleaner and feed cutter, grain fan, rows, seed sower, 2 crosscut and other
hand feed cutter-, post machine, mill truck, saws, shovels, hoes, postspade, hay hook,
tool chest and tools, work bench and vises, rope, pulleys, oyster shell grinder, timber,
step and other ladders, grindstone, cow and other chains, platform scales, 2
troughs, wheelbarrow, chests, tubs, bar beam scales, hay knife, scythes, grain
rels, boxes, baskets, meat and scalding cradle, all kinds of light and heavy sets of
tubs, 4 milk cans, crosscut and other saws* harness, fly nets, halters, collars, saddle,
5 sets heavy working harness, set light side saddle, horse clipper, chicken manure,
harness, single, double and triple trees, 6 tons timothy and 3 tons meadow hay, 2
traces, breast and other chains, shovels, tons wheat straw, 1000 bundles comfodhoes, rakes, hay and dung forks, axes, der, 10 bushels of wheat, 30 bushels of oats,
grain cradle, large lot bags, posts, rails, 200 bushels of corn, a lot of tanners tools,
planks, boards, corn, oats, shoats, corn- marble slab 12 by 6 feet, 2 large wooden
tables, same size. Household Goods:—
fodder, hay hook, rope and pulleys.
H o u s e h o l d G oods : Farmer’s boiler, Kitchen range and pipe, Rosebud stove,
new range stove and pipe, other stoves, new; bureaus, s.ofas, chests, chairs, 2 marbureaus, lounge, sideboard, cupboards, bletop stands, 2 stands, corner cupboard,
sinks, chests, chairs, rag and other car old-fashioned looking glasses, window
pets, sewing machine, large iron kettle, shades, washstands, Schoemaker piano,
targe copper kettle, 6 beds and bedding of rockers, settee, case of drawers, flour
all kinds, stands, desks, wood chests, chest, kitchen cupboard, 2 wardrobes,
tables of all kinds, pots, kettles, wash bookcase, window screens, hall and other
machine, tubs, clocks, and many other lamps, 30 yards rag carpet, 24 yards of in
articles too numerous to mention. Sale grain carpet, stair carpet and rods, wolf
at 12 o’clock noon. Conditions: 90 days robe, horsehide robe, lap covers, horse credit on all sums over $15, and under blankets, washbowls and pitchers, lot of
dishes, Enterprise sausage stuffer and
cash,
WARREN R. RAHN,
Administrator. meat grinder, lard press, cherry seeder,
large copper and iron kettles, 2 barrels of
L. H. Ingram, auct. D. L. Miller, clerk.
vinegar, apple picker and many other arti
No sutlers allowed.
cles too numerous to mention. Sale at 12
The farm is for rent.
o’clock, noon, sharp. Conditions by
LUCINDA T. MILLER, Executrix.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
IVBL1C SA L E O F
M. B. Linderman, clerk.

Personal Property!
Will be sold at public sale on WEDNES
DAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1906, on the Green
Tree Farm, near Oaks Station, Upper
Providence township, the following per
sonal property : 7 HORSES. No. 1, Harry,
a bay pacing horse 6 years old,
standard bred, 15% hands, broken
single or double. A live road
horse. Shows some speed. No. 2,
John, a gray Kentucky bred horse, 6 yrs.
old, 16 hands, fearless of all objects on the
road; a very pleasant driver and worker.
No. 3, Nellie, a grey mare, 5 yrs. old, 15%
hands, quiet in all harness; a perfect build
for work. No, 4, Ned, brown horse, 15%
hands, 8 yrs. old, a horse for all purposes;
works on tread power. No 5, Flora*
brown mare, 17 yrs. old, 16% hands,
works anywhere and has stepped her mile
in 2.40. No. 6, brown horse, 15% hands,
a good worker single or double. No. 7,
grey horse, 16 hands, a good worker.
17 COWS : most of which will have
calves by day of sale; others for
ward springers or fresh milkers.«
Some very good cows in this lot. 75 Buff
Rock Chickens, fit for breeding purposes.
Full-blooded Scotch Collie dog, a beauty.
Two farm wagons, one with three-inch
tread, and an extra good strong wagon;
one light two-horse wagon with bed; 2
sets hay ladders, market wagon, one or
two-seated trap, in first-class condition;
carriage pole, thresher and shaker, Buckwaiter horse power, thresher and cleaner:
2 fodder cutters, hay rake, 2 Syracuse
plows, one sub-soil plow (new), one Syra
cuse Solid Comfort gang plow, an excel
lent plow to do good work and save ex
pense; 2 springtooth harrows, Planet Jr.
2-horse corn cultivator, an extra good
one; forks, shovels and rakes. Two pigs,
weeder with grass seeder attatchment;
jump-seat carriage.
Harness: Eight
sets double harness, one set is extra
strong, made by Baker, Norristown; one
set single driving harness, blindhalters,
headhalters, chains, traces, breast chains,
cow chains, large feed chest. 20 milk cans,
best quality, nearly new, 40, 80 and 20
quarts; buckets; Dairymen’s Supply Co.
milk cooler, used only one season, the
best oooler made; No. 8 Appollo range,
with hot water tank, new, made by Buckwaiter. Cornfodder by the bundle, hay
by the ton, corn by the bushel, 50 bushels
oats. Sale to begin at 1 o’clock sharp.
M. I. DAVIS & SON.
Wayne Pierson, auct. S. H. Yocum, clerk.

.
First-class table board and lodging;
B
by day or by week. Apply to
oarders w anted

MRS. MARY A. ELLIS,
Near Green Tree, Upper Providence.

.
First-class table board and lodging;
B
by dav or week.- Apply to
o a rd ers w anted

MRS. HARRY CAMPBELL,
Near Oaks.

.
First-class table board and lodging;
B
by day or week. Apply to
oarders w anted

MRS. HARRY MILLER,
Near Perkiomen Station.

And

Tile
Stand more pressure and look nicer than
clay bricks, and cost less. Any color de
sired. All kinds of moulding, cornice;
and bay window bricks, standard sizes.
Come and see the concrete bricks made
and tested and get prices. Concrete blocks
always on hand, as heretofore.

M . 1ST. 3 3 a riid t,
1-3.

M

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
R S . N . E . V A N D E R SI jIC E ’S

E A T IN G HOUSE,
M ain S t., between B arber Shop and Poet Office,
Collegeville, P a.
M eals to o rd er: eatables furnished a t all
tim es. Oysters, all sty les; fam ilies supplied.
Ice Cream , etc. P rices reasonable; term s cash.
P atro n ag e solicited.

.
The undersigned has taken possession
N
of the Spring Valley Creamery, Trappe,
o t ic e t o f a r m e r s

and is fully prepared to pay the highest
cash price every week for all milk deliv
ered a t the Creamery. I will appreciate
and hope to merit the patronage of dairy
men. '
G. H. LEWIS.

ANTED by the BELL TELE
PHONE COMPANY a compe
tent and energetic man, to act as solicitor
and introduce “Farm Telephone Servi«»,”
cheap. Apply to
in Montgomery and Chester counties.
A. C. POLEY, Trappe, Pa.
Must come well recommended. Apply to
W. C. HARTRANFT, Mgr.
Bell Telephone Company,
o r ren t.
107
East
Main St.
Norristown, Pa.
A dwelling, with nice garden, at
Yerkes Station, from April 1, 1906. Ap
ply to GEO. WOELFEL, CollegeviUe, Pa.
i r e t a x n o t ic e .
The members of the Perkiomen Val
ley Mutual Fire Insurance Company of
o r sale o r r en t,
A productive farm of 35 acres, all im Montgomery county are hereby notified
provements, in good repair; artesian well; that a tax was levied on February 1, 1906,
5 b. p. gasoline engine for pumping water, of $1.50 on each one thousand dollars for
feed chopping, threshing, &c. A nice which they are insured, to pay losses sus
tained. Payments will be made to the
home. ITor particulars apply to
collector or to the Secretary a t his office
O D. BECHTEL, near Trappe.
in
Collegeville.
R. R. No. 2, Royersford.
1-3.
Extract from Charter: And If any mem
ber of the Company shall refuse or neglect
to pay his or her assessment within 40
s t a t e n o t ic e .
Estate of Mary Gotwals, late of Up days after the publication of the same, 20
per Providence township, Montgomery per cent, of the assessment will be added
county, deceased. Letters of administra thereto, and if payment be delayed for 50
tion on the above estate having been days longer, then his, her, or their policy
granted the undersigned, all persons in shall have become suspended until pay
debted to said estate are requested to ment shall have been made.
The 40 days’ time for the payment of
make immediate payment, and those hav
ing legal claims to present the same with said tax will date from February 12,1906.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
out delay to
JOHN G. GOTWALS, Administrator,
Yerkes, Pa,
Advertise Your bales in the
Or his attorney, E. F. Slough, Norris
Indepeudent.
town, Pa.
1-18.
A good farm horse, works anywhere,
F
and a trusty family beast; will be sold
o r

sale

W

F

F

E

F

I L I G H T « no H E A V Y I

L NftRDWARE-

Just because we advertise seasonable goods
in tbeir season, one must not overlook the
fact that we sell

Hardware All the Year Round,
Whenever you want a lock or a hook or a
handle or a spring, or any of the thousand
and. one things classed as hardware, remem
ber this is the place to come to.
Everything in Hardware, Cut*
lery and Tools.

TheI.H.BenjamiaCo.
PH(ENIXTILLE, FA.
J. P. STETLER, Manager.

and Coal that is good, is the only kind we
have to offer. When you use cur Coal ft
will not be found necessary to pile on shovel
ful after shovelful, or continually rake out
ashes. It is clean, free from slate, burns
slowly, and gives intense heat. Can you ex
pect anything better ? Let us know your
wants and we will quote you a price that
will tempt you; etc.

W . H. GRISTOCK’S SONS
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
COLLEGEYILLE, PA.
Eight Lines of Effort Successfully Followed
By This Company.

— IT —
Allows
Interest
on
Deposits.
T
T
T
—
Insures Title to Real Estate.
Executes Trusts.
Issues Bonds o f Suretyship.
Rents Boxes in Burglar - Froof
Vault.
Loans Money on Mortgage and
Collateral.
Take^Charg^»fJKeal^is t a te.
Issues Cetters o f Credit.

lorristown Trust Co.
Main and DeKalb Sts,

-L O T

OF -

SECOND-HAND

F O R

S -A JL Æ 3
-A T —

Y O S T ’S L I V E R Y
COIiCEGEViEEE, FA.
Two Gears for Farm Wagoue,
Several Second-hand buggies,
One Buggy with Pneumatic Tires,
Also a New Top Buggy and a Runabout.

HENRY YOST, JR.
Telephone—Keystone No. 12.
D. & A. ’Phone No. 6 M

FRANK W. SHALKOP,
(Successor to John S. Kepler,)

Undertaker ** Embalmer
TR A PPE, PA.

I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
an undertaker of many years* experience,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to
serve them.
8 ^ “ Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 6-2

THE B E S T HARNESS
MADE TO ORDER.
Full stock of harness supplies, saddles,
bridles, boots, blankets for summer and
winter, stable brooms, combs, brushes, &c.
REPAIRING OF HARNESS a specialty.
Also choice grade cigars. 8pecial atten
tion to box trade.

W. E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA

\ T ORU1 S T OWÎ V

HERALD
B O O H BINDERY. Binding,
Job Ruling, Perior*ting. Paging, Number
ing, Blank Books for Banks and Business
Houses, given special attention. Magazines
bound and repairing done quickly and
cheaply. Estimates cheerfully furnished.
Address,
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.

poor you may he today, you can see a cotton r.:>.R not provi-u, entirely satis
better future; If you believe th at some factory, the department of agriculture
day you are going to rise out of hum has announced its readiness to send
drum work, that you are going to get out bactenologically pure cultures In
up out of the basement of life Into the small tubes hermetically sealed.
drawing room, where beauty, comfort
Kansas prairie hay now sells in Chi
and joy await you; If your ambition is cago with the choicest timothy at $13 a
clean cut and you keep your eye stead ton, says Kansas Farmer.
Health Commissiomr Dixon’s Free ily upon the goal which you hope to
Quietness in the western broom com
reach and feel confident that you have trade is reported, especially a t Chicago,
Distribution of Antitoxin Greatly
the ability to attain it, you will accom with a wide range of prices, according
Reduces Death Rate Among
plish something worth while. The di to the quality of the product.
rection of your effort will follow your
Poor In Pennsylvania.
eye. If that looks up as well as on,
T a k i n g O a t S il n g e .
you will climb.
Silage should always be taken from
EARLY USE OF SERUM URGED
That one quality of holding persist
ently the faith in themselves and nev the top, and care should be exercised
to keep the surface as nearly level as
Dr. Dixon Points Out the increased er allowing anything to weaken the be possible. The more nearly level the
lief that somehow they would accom
Benefit of Using Antitoxin As Soon plish what they undertook has been the surface of the silage Is kept, the less it
will freeze in winter and the less it will
As Possible After the O nset of the underlying principle of all great mold in warm weather. While these
achievers. The great majority of men
Disease — Use Liberally For Im
and women who have given civilization •principles have been repeated over and
munizing.
a great uplift started poor and for over again in silo literature, they have
been unheeded by many silo users, sug
The ftee distribution of Diphtheria many dark years saw no hope of ac gests an exchange.
Antitoxin inaugurated by Dr. Samuel complishing their ambition, but they
G. Dixon, Commissioner of the new kept on working and believing that
State Department of Health, is already somehow a way would be opened.
HERE AND THERE
showing a splendid saving of precious Think of what this attitude of hopeful
ness
and
faith
has
done
for
the
world’s
lives. Out of the total number of cases
The economy or profit to the south
great inventors —how most of them
reported to the Department of Health plodded
on through many years of dry, ern planter of feeding cotton seed oi
in January in which the free Antitoxin dreary drudgery before the light came, cottonseed meal to hogs is a subject
was administered there were so few and the light would never have come worthy of more extensive investigation
deaths as to bring the death rate down but for their faith, hope and persistent than it has yet received, remarks R.
to 8.8 per cen t This was a reduction endeavor.
Dinwiddle of Arkansas.
of over 5 per cent, from the December
According to report of the state bank
What if they had listened to their
figures. This low death rate as shown advisers! Even those who loved them
commissioner of Kansas, so many
by the January records means that in tried to beg them to give up the fool banks have been started that “today
stead of about 42 lives being lost out ishness of coining their lives into that every hamlet in the state where any
of every hundred cases of Diphtheria, which would never be practical or use considerable business is done has a
as would be found where Antitoxin is ful. We are enjoying today thousands bank.” It is “an era of small banks in
not used, the disease was able to claim of blessings, comforts and conveniences isolated'communities.” .
only about nine victims. It means which have been bequeathed us by
An exchange thinks seed prospects
that instead of 420 deaths out of every those resolute souls who were obliged are good and that, with the exception
1000 cases of Diphtheria, the death often to turn a deaf ear to the plead of wax beans and onions, the seed crop
rate is brought down by the free dis ings of those they loved best as they Is the best for years.
struggled on amid want and woe for
tribution of Antitoxin to 88.
Turkestan alfalfa tried at the Wis
consin experiment station was found
Health Commissioner Dixon feels many years.—Success.
to be inferior to the native alfalfa
confident that as the custom of free
grown beside it.
distribution of Antitoxin becomes
THE GUINEA FOWL.
The department of agriculture re
more thoroughly established and the
physicians of the State use the serum ( B c r e u i u s I n t e r e s t In I t n s n l l i o t o e ports that experiments have proved a
temperature of a few degrees below
more promptly after the onset of the
T a b l e B ir d .
zero to be the best for the cold storage
disease and in more liberal doses, the
“A growing market for guinea fowl” of butter.
death rate will go far lower.
in the United States has led to a recent
From city, town and country village farmers’ bulletin, No. 234, on this bird
all over the big State of Pennsylvania and its use as food. Among other in
AN ODD SEA FOOD.
the physicians are sending in their re teresting statements made are the fol
ports that tell the story of little chil lowing:
V i r t u e s o f t h e G i g a n t i c M a r in e S n a i l
dren stricken down by Diphtheria, and
K n o w n a s t h e A b a lo n e .
Of the domesticated birds of the
then of the arrest of the dread disease ordinary type the so called pearl
Though the flesh of the abalone is a
by the administering of the wonderful guinea fowl is by far the most com nutritious and wholesome article of
prophylactic—Antitoxin. Dread disease mon. It has steel or purplish gray food, highly esteemed by the Chinese
it hardly need be called any longer, plumage regularly dotted or “pearled” and Japanese, few people in the Unit
for the hand of death that was for with white (whence its name), and it ed States know anything about the
merly thought to have the little child is so handsome that the feathers are abalone except that it has a large shell
surely in its grasp, the moment that frequently used for ornamental pur with a bright, pearly interior. The aba
Diphtheria was diagonsed, has now poses. The birds have bright coral red lone is a gigantic sea snail, whose nat
wattles. The ears and the sides of ural home is the deep w ater off a rocky
lost Its power.
the
head are ordinarily white and are coast. The whole coast of central and
At the time that the State Depart
lower California, from Cape Mendo
ment of Health is supplying Antitoxin not unlike kid in appearance.
On the continent of Europe guinea cino to Cape S t Lucas, abounds in abafor curative purposes, It is also fur
are considered very delicious ta lones, the supply being absolutely un
nishing the serum for immunizing. fowl
ble birds, and in England they are limited. As fast as an area of fishing
When the family physician is called highly prized as substitutes for game,
into the humble home and reads upon sometimes figuring on menus as “Amer ground is depleted it is repeopled by
the child’s throat the signs th at to his ican pheasant.” They have always full grown abalones coming in from
practiced eye mean Diphtheria, he been eaten to a certain extent in the the ocean. Three months after a piece
of ground has been thoroughly cleared
knows also that the little brothers and United States, especially in the south, by the abalone fishers the supply is as
sisters of the sick child have by this and have been much relished by those abundant as ever. The contents of the
time probably been exposed to the who were discriminating in their large abalone shell weigh as much as
disease and may be stricken down at tastes, but until recently they have two pounds.
any moment. No need for him to wait been commonly said to be rather in
Long ago the Chinese and Japanese
and see if any of these other children ferior to chickens, perhaps because of discovered the value of the meat as a
develop the symptoms of the disease. the darker color of the meat- or be wholesome and digestible food. The
He may Immediately secure from the cause the majority of persons have nev supply of abalones in Chinese waters
State’s free distributing depots suffi er had their attention called to their is, however, small, and the fishing
cient Antitoxin to immunize every one good points.
grounds off the coast of Japan were so
of the little ones, and the older mem
Their flavor resembles in so many heavily drawn upon that they became
bers of the household, too, who have ways that of game birds that guinea exhausted. The people are forbidden
fowl furnish an excellent substitute for by an imperial edict from taking them.
been exposed to the infection.
It is now the aim of the Health Com game. They seem as yet to be little The Japanese and Chinese in Califor
missioner to impress upon the physi bought for private families except by nia dive for the abalones, which crawl
cians of the State the great import the few who have learned to appreciate about the rocks at the bottom of the
ance of administering the Antitoxin in their excellent qualities, but some idea sea in deep water outside the surf.
curative doses as soon as possible af of their importance in club and res The divers bring tbem ashore and
te r the onset of the disease, and the taurant menus may be gathered from spread them out in a sunny place to
Immunizing doses as soon as it is the fact that in a fashionable New dry. This process reduces the abalone
known th at other children of the York hotel 8,000 were used between the to about one-third of its original bulk,
household have been In any way ex 1st of January and the middle of April, leaving a tough, horny product. The
dried abalones are sent to the orient,
posed to the disease. The Importance 1905.
The young birds for broilers begin to where they are soaked and stewed or
of this early use Is shown very clearly
In the clinical reports that the State reach the market in the north late in ground into powder and used for mak
Department of Health receives In the summer; the larger birds are killed ing soup.
In the pure, deep w ater of the ocean
cases where the free Antitoxin has throughout the autumn and early win
been used. The January records show ter, and by means of cold storage the the abalone lives, and as it is a clean
feeder Its flesh is always sound and
In more than one case that if the Anti
wholesome, being superior in this re
toxin had been administered earlier,
spect to that of oysters and clams,
and In some cases more liberally, •
which live near shore and are often
life might have been saved.
contaminated by sewage and other im
Dr. Dixon greatly appreciates the co
purities. The viscera of an abalone,
operation he is getting from his fellow
unlike those of the clam or oyster,
physicians throughout the state In se
which must be swallowed whole, are
curing to the people the full benefits
quite separate from the muscular or
of the free distribution of Diphtheria
edible part and can be detached by a
Antitoxin. On their part the physicians
single stroke of. a knife. — Chicago
are daily telling of the benefits experi
News.
enced by them in their practices.
COMMON GUINEA FOWLS.
Dr. S. F. McDonald, of Lawrence season is continued until spring. Since
A BUNCH OF FLOWERS.
county, writes to the commissioner: practically no breeders make a spe
“I am enclosing clinical report of the cialty of guinea fowl for the market,
In Palestine and Pèrsia the “sorrow
household of diphtheria treated with the birds are supplied in small' numbers ful mycanthus” droops in the day, bethe department Antitoxin. The results by poulterers who keep a few with ing apparently about to die, but re
were very gratifying. I feel th at the their other kinds. The New York deal vives as evening comes on.
furnishing of such for the poor is a ers get their fresh guinea fowl largely
Tulips are so sensitive to the light
boon to scientific medicine, a great aid from New Jersey. They are raised in that during a cloudy day they will of
to the physicians of the state, and a small numbers by. many poultrymen ten close their petals and remain shut
very much needed charity to the poor.” in the middle west, as is shown by the up until a return of sunlight.
“It was a m atter of life or death with fact that the market supply comes in
Lilies of the valley in France are
his patients,” writes Distributor considerable part from that region. The called “virgin’s tears” and are said to
Houck, of Shenandoah, in telling of the wholesale meat dealers in Chicago buy have sprung up on the road between
rush of a physician to his depot for the up the birds as they find them, here Calvary and Jerusalem during the
purpose of securing a package of State’s and there, on farms, paying for them night following the crucifixion.
Antitoxin.
by the head rather than by weight, as
The night blooming sereus blossoms
“I am sure the Antitoxin has saved with other varieties. The birds are put about an hour before midnight, but by
the life of the patient,” writes Dr. N. into cold storage until enough are col the approach of daylight the flower la
Eiegenfuss, of South Bethlehem, on the lected for a shipment. Sometimes they a complete wreck, having lost all its
bottom of one of his clinical reports are sold in our eastern markets, but beauty and fragrance.
often they are sent to England, where
received by the commissioner.
The four podded lotus in an exposed
Dr. J. B. Tweedle, of Carbon county, there is always sale for them.
situation makes a cover for its flower
Guinea fowl are not separately In by drawing one or more of the leaves
tells of being called Into a household
where six children were down with cluded In the official market reports, over the blossom and keeping them
diphtheria and adds on his report “the and consequently It is difficult to ob there during the heat of the day.
children all recovered and are doing tain definite Information regarding
their price. Private inquiry among reli
well.”
W a z n e r an d Schum ann.
“Let me express my opinion th at this able dealers in Boston, New York,
Wagner, writing In 1846, said of
Rochester
and
Philadelphia
indicates
is a Godsend for the poor. The par
Schumann: “He is a highly gifted mu
ents of my patients send thanks to you that in northeastern cities the average sician, but an impossible man. When
and all connected,” is the testimony of retail price for. a pair weighing two I came from Paris I went to see him.
Dr. George H. Tibbins, of Wyoming or three pounds each is probably about I told him of my Parisian experiences,
county, to the value of the state’s free $1.25 in the autumn and early winter, spoke of the state of music in France,
while younger birds earlier in the sea
Antitoxin.
then of that lh Germany, spoke of
At the 500 different points through son and older birds later often bring literature and politics, but he remained
out the state where Health Commis $1.50 per pair or even more. In the as good as dumb for nearly an hour.
sioner Dixon has established a depot south, where all poultry is cheaper, they One cannot go on talking quite alone.
cost less. Information received from
of distribution, there is kept a supply Montgomery, Ala., gives 30 to 35 cents An impossible man!” Schumann gave
of fresh Antitoxin that can be drawn each as an ordinary retail price.
an account of this interview, which
upon immediately by the physician
practically agrees with that of Wagwhenever he has a case of diphtheria
uer. “I have seldom met Wagner,” he
S h a d i n g C a u lif l o w e r .
in a family th at cannot afford to bear
Experiments in shading cauliflower said, “but he is a man of education
the expense of the serum. The system the past season at the Missouri experi and spirit. He talks, however, unceas
of keeping these depots supplied so ment station gave the same results as ingly, and that one cannot endure for
that no valuable time may be lost in for the year previous. Plants made a long together.”
administering the Antitoxin, has been much better start inside the tent than
T h e T e r m ‘ ‘P r i m e M i n i s t e r / 9
carefully worked out by the Depart outside. The leaf growth inside was
“Prime minister” is one of the many
ment of Health, and the commissioner also superior throughout the summer.
pays high tribute to the excellent man This was considered to be due to the terms In English which seem to have
ner in which his distributors have tak ground inside retaining its moisture been slang at one time. I t was first
applied to Sir Robert Walpole, but In a
en hold of their work and the con much better than that outside.
reproachful sense. Feb. 11, 1742, after
scientious care they are showing in
twenty years’ tenure of office, Sir Rob
M e a ly W h e a t.
keeping their records of the amounts
distributed.
A miller in Stark county, O., writes ert resigned all his employments.
us that the millers of that county will “Having Invested me,” he remarked,
MENTAL ATTITUDE.
probably refuse to purchase mealy “with a kind of mock dignity and
wheat next year. He says they are styled me prime minister, they Impute
It H as M ach to D o W ith W in n in g
doing all they can to discourage its to me an unpardonable abuse of that
S u ccess In L ife .
chimerical authority which they creat
The mental attitude which we al production because of its inferior mill ed and conferred.” Such a personage
ing
qualities.—National
Stockman.
ways hold toward our work or our aim
as the prime minister or the premier Is
has everything to do with what we
not even mentioned in the official table
may accomplish. If you go to your
of precedence and Is unknown to the
N
E
W
S
N
O
T
E
S
work with the attitude of a slave who
written constitution of Great Britain.
goes lashed to his task and see in it
The estimated output of beet sugar
only drudgery] if you work without
T h e L iv e S p on ge,
hope, seeing no future in what you are for 1905 in this country was 280,000
When the sponge is in the sea alive
short
tons.
doing beyond getting a bare living; if
Forestry work, which has grown to a the inside of the pores is covered with
you see no light ahead, nothing but
a soft substance like the white of an
poverty, deprivation and hard work position of recognized importance in egg. This appears to be the flesh of the
all your life; if you think that you the United States, may be said to- be a animal, and currents of water may be
were destined to such a hard life, you product of the past eight years.
seen running into the sponge through
cannot expect anything else than th at i Acknowledging that Its method of the small pores and out of it through
which you look for.
distributing practically pure cultures the large ones, and it is supposed that
If, oiythe other, hand, no matter how of nitrogen fixing bacteria dried on whilo the water is passing through the

STATE ANTITOXIN
SAVES MANY LIVES

spionge the nourishment for the support
of the animal Is extracted from it.

3S!!$!3ESE$ Sí 8?

GREATEST FEB R U A R Y

B o th .

“Do you ever swear when your collar
buttons roll under the bureau?”
“I keep a man to attend to such
things,” answered young Mr. Nuriteh
haughtily.
“The buttons or the swearing?”—
Pittsburg Post.

ON RECORD,

G ood N ew s.

Cashier—Have you heard, sir, that
John Jones is a bankrupt? Banker—
Well, that’s good news. We’ll now get
a little of what he owes us, whereas, if
he had remained in business, we’d nev
er have got a cent.—Fliegende Blatter.

AT

p r ic e s

that

w il l

sen d

tro u sers

T h e M e lo n D i d n ’t C o u n t .

Buy Now and Save While You Can.

T H IS

See Trouser Window.

I S IB_AJR,G--A-X2sr ZD-ATY".

W

E I T Z E U K

O

No Car Fare Paid.

PO T T ST O W 3ST , P A .

When you have occasion to introduce
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your
home heated with steam or hot water, you
want only the most skillful mechanics to
plan and execute the work.

you to any avoidable inconvenience.

Dead Animals Removed

GEO. E. CLAMER,

FREE OF CHARGE.
I pay about $1.00 per head more, in cash,
for first-cl ass cattle or horses delivered to
my place, than anybody else.
I p .y for stock when I get two head or
more at the same time and place
iS^’Both *phones—United, 629 ; Bell, 11-L.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA,

I-I2 .

COMPOUND COUGH SY R U P

G eo. W . S ch w eik er,
P R O V ID E N C E .SQUARE, PA.

W ILL STOP THAT COUGH.

Our Tooth Powder
Will whiten and clean the teeth and keep tbe gums in a
healthy condition.

Our Corn Cure
Will remove that corn you are troubled with.

»

Productive

CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

R a tio n

oo
tw o factors : tbe basal ration of
borne grown feeding stuffs and tbe pro

i bis is tbe combi
nation employed by

Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,

tbe most successful

Lately remodeled and put In fine shape for business. Come and inspect. We will be
glad to see you, and supply your wants at short notice.
Respectfully,

dairymen throughout
tbe country. It util
izes tbe farm pro

F J. CLAMER.

ducts to tlie greatest

E T ’ C O L L E G E V IL L E

Furniture Warerooms!
We are now prepared to offer
our customers goods at prices
never before beard of.
Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
ing from $12 to $50, are the best in the
marketj and are well worth inspection.
Parl-.r Suits In Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
811k Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to
be equalled.
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $30, in 8olld
Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the
finest
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers,
Lounges, Coucher, Hall Racks and Fancy
Book Cases, that cannot fail to attract yonr
attention, both In quality and price.
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
and Tea Sets.
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Our line of Carpets is complete. Best
Inrgaln at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair
at 32 cents.
Picture Frames made to order.
Window Shades of all kinds. We are sell
ing a good Spring Roller 8hade at 25 cents.
Make your selections early, while £V>ck Is
complete.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.
All goods delivered free.

m FURNISHING B

Undertaker * Embalmer

Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attention

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

to mo the fine display of Men’s and Boys’ Fall and W inter Suits
and Overcoats.

TH E OLD STAND
E stab lish ed - - 1 8 7 5 .

Men’s All Wool 8uits, $10 to $27.50.
Boys’ All Wool Suits, $3.75 to $20.
Men’s All Wool O vercoats, $8.50 to $45.
Young Men’s All Wool Overcoats, $8.30 to $20.
Boys’ All Wool O vercoats (3 to 16 years), $5 to $15.

SO L D ONLY B Y

LANDES BROS.,
s

Fresh From the Factories, now
on Exhibition at the

John L. B ech tel;

OAK HALL invites you

It*s essentially a productive ration.

e

Furniture

’Phone No. 18.

milk and a greater degree of profit.

z

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

OO !

pletes tbe balance needed by tbe animal

r

J. H. BOLTON,

EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

advantage and com

e

ALL KINDS of POMPS
furnished, or repaired. Wind Mills
supplied and erected.
Good workmanship guaranteed.
A share of the patronage of the pub- ,
lie respectfully solicited.

For FAKMKKS to know Is where to get the BEST CHOPFINO done and
where to get a full line of the BEST FJEKD, such as Wheat, Bran, Corn Bran, No.
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc?.,
etc., at the Izowest Cash Prices.
You will find it at

ductive ration of Sucrcne D airy Feed.

y

I am prepared to promptly furnish q
and erect STEAM AND HOT WATER f
HEATERS and to do all kinds of re- i
pairing, as to heaters and steam fixtures, a
Send for description of “Charmer” and n
“Imperial” Steam Heaters. These are 5
among the very best on the market, §
and sure to give satisfaction.

A Very Important Matter

HE balanced ration consists of

particle of Sucrene D airy Feed makes

Look Into Our Window.

“It’s Just Like This!”

Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating
m
are not put in for a day. Under
#mproper conditions theyApparatus,
last for generations.
m
“ It’s Just Like This P*
n
m
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
m
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water
m
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good
1
m material and workmanship.
n
“ It’s Just Like This!”
m
you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send
mus yourWhenorders.
We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put

for a better animal? a larger flow of

E I T S

N EW A N D G R E A T E R S T O R E ,

“ It’s Just Like This!”

Every,

Every garm ent honestly, Intelligently and thoroughly m adfe«
•Ilk sewing always.

,

Choice Bread

CARFARE TO PHILADELPHIA— If you purchase a certain am ount
here and show your return ticket, we pay your carfare both w ay »

Wanamaker & Brown

We promptly obtain U. S. and Foreign

e

m

S. E. Cor. Sixth and Market 5 ts., Philadelphia

b

’Send model, sketch or photo of invention for (
free report on patentability. For free hook, i
P atents an d

TRADE-MARKS

iL

opposite U, S. Patent Office <
W A S H IN G TO N D. C.

M ATTER

W hat You May Have to Sell, Plant an
|

I

culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
Tear ; four months,
Sold by all newsdealers.

M N & C O '361 Broadway, ^Jgyy Y()r[(
Branch Office, 626 F St„ Washington, D. U

I AND YOU W ILL HEAR OF A BUYER.

22ju.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

When in Norristown, Pa..
STOP AT THE

Advertisement in

! T H E IN D E P E N D E N T

Scientific JFimerican.
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest cir

Cakes

JOHN H. CUSTER,

.N O

T r ade M a r k s
D esig ns
C o p y r ig h t s &c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the

AND
i

IN VARIETY,
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.

****

BO YEARS’

.

BiG REDUCTIONS ARE NOW ON IN OUR ENTIRE STOCK.
$12 50, $13 50, $15.00, Suits and Overcoats, at $9.75.
$18.00 Suits are now $11.75. $20.00 Suits are now $15.00.

An old hen was pecking at some stray
carpet tacks in the back yard.
“Now, what do you suppose that fool
hen Is eating those tacks for?” said
Homer.
“Perhaps,” rejoined his better half,
“she is going to lay a carpet.”—Chicago
News.

at tbe lowest possible cost.

w a l k in g

$3 00 Guaranteed Worsted Dress Trousers, all sizes and choice of twenty-seven stvles, now
selling at $2.00.
$4 00 High Grade, Neat Worsted Trousers, all sizes and choice of thirty styles, now sellino'
at $2 75
J
J
>
*
$5 00 Custom-made, Perfect Fitting Worsted Trousers, all sizes, choice of ten styles, now
selling at $3.33.
'

E x p la n a tio n .

I am fully equipped at my New
Location, Ridge Pike, one-third
mile South of Perkicmen Bridge,
to serve my old patrons and in
vite new ones to give me a trial.
All work guaranteed.
Carriages and Business
Wagons Built to Order
at Bight Prices.
Now ready for Spring Painting
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring
done In the shop. Horseshoeing
and General Repairing. Keyttone
’Phone.
R. II. GRATER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

a

Ihe last Saturday before (stock taking brought forth the greatest trouser bargains we’ve ever
bad to give. We’ve gone right through the stock and cut prices to a point that’s bound to sell them
in double quick order. If you don’t need a pair of trousers for immediate ose.Jc will certainly pay
you to buy for next yiar, with wool and everything else that goes into making of good trousers
steadily advancing in cost, it will be a long time before you’ll get such bargains again. No such
trouser values has ever been offered by ns or any other store.

The memoirs of General Marbot upon
the first French empire relate that on
the occasion of a very formal distribu
tion of rewards made by Napoleon be
fore Ratlsbon an old grenadier came
forward and demanded somewhat
sharply, to the astonishment of all, a
cross of the Legion of Honor.
“But what have you done?” said Na
poleon.
“Why, sire,” said the soldier, “it was
I who, in the desert of Yafa, when It
was terribly hot and you were parched
with thirst, brought you a watermel
on.”
“Thank you,” said Napoleon, “but a
watermelon for a general is not worth
a cross of the Legion of Honor.”
The grenadier flew .into a violent
rage. “Well, then,” he shouted, “I sup
pose that the seven wounds that I got
at Areola and at Lodi and at Austerlitz
and at Friedland go for nothing, eh?
My eleven campaigns in Italy, - in
Egypt, in Austria, in Prussia and in
Poland you don’t count, I suppose?” .
“Tut, tut, tut!” exclaimed the emper
or. “How you do get excited when you
'come to the essential point of the whole
matter! I make you now a chevalier of
the Legion of Honor for your wounds
and your campaigns, but don’t tell me
any more about your watermelon 1”
P o s s ib le

9Í'

R A M B 0 HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).
---- oOo----

Remem-

^ her, also, that NEAT JOB WORK OF ALL KINDS
1$ is executed at the office of THE INDEPENDENT at
$
% reasonable prices.

i g p “ First-class Accommodations for Man
and Beast.

8tabling l'or 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.
-----oOo--- -

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.

